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Officials:
Taxes may
rise to pay
health care

Politics,110ter at ollenk
Stumping seen
as fast,furious
at 129th annual
Graves gathering

By PINUP Ewen
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)— Two
of President Barack Obama's
economic heavyweights said
middle-class taxes might have
to go up to pare budget deficits
or to pay for the proposed overhaul of the nation's health care
system.
The tough talk from Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geithner and
National Economic Council
Director Lawrence Summers on
Sunday capped a week that
brought rare good news for the
economy: The worst recession
in the United States since World
War 11 could be on the verge of
ending. Even so, officials
appeared willing to extend
unemployment benefits.
Geithner and Summers both
sidestepped
questions on
Obama's intentions about taxes.
Geithner said the White House
was not ready to rule out a tax
hike to reduce the federal
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sunny.
Monday. Mostly
Highs in the upper 60s.
Monday night...Partly cloudy
with a 90 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows around 70.
'
Theeday...Partly sunny with a
30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs In the
ifl3Inf 806Thesday
night...Partly
cloudy. A 20 potent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the upper 60s.
Wednesday.. Partly cloudy. A
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms.
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olitical attacks among several can
didates for Jim Bunning's U.S:
Senate seat in 2010 kicked off fast
•
and furious during the 129th Annual Fancy
Farm Picnic Saturday; with rhetoric that
put heat rising from sizzling pork and use-:
ton barbecue - gobbled up by the too - to
shame.
Kentucky Lt. Gov. Daniel Mongiardo,
D-Hazard, lead the charge, accusing his
Democratic rival, Attorney General Jack
Conway, D-Louisville, of supporting the.
proposed "cap -n' trade" federal energy
program and being a "professional pond-.
cian."
Detailing his own medical background
and decision to remain in the hills of east,
em Kentucky to provide health care tsi
Shoes in need instead of seeking his fermi
elsewhere. Mongiardo said he knows thit
plight of the working man better than oat
raised with a "silver spoon" in his moudC."I know what it is like to have to
ends meet." Mongiardo said. "I will
ARAM fills for those *et eat
witdi itIL not caviar with a silver
spoon."
Conway. next in line, countered
Mongiardo by claiming that Mongiatdo
had "misdiagnosed" his character sad
pledged to stand strong and tough for
Kentucky values of faith, family and other
traditional moral values.
"Chew on my hide... it will only come
beck tougher. I'm one tough ..." he said. • •
Conway pointed to his record as attune);
general - including efforts to combat child
pornography, putting severe restrictions oh
sex offenders,fisng drugs and Medicate
fraud - to prove he would be a good seastor for Kentucky.
Afterward, Secretary of State Trey
Grayson. ens *ilia boding Republican
contenders for Ilieivallies etfiCe, primarily
.•'

TOM nellftalfflOWI Tim"
of seven candidates seeking U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning's office in the U.S. Senate, Democratic Lit atar. Daniel
, top, Attorney General Jack Conway, lower tight, also a Democrat, and Republican SeCiefogyigAtste
Trey Grayson, lower loft, were Joined by four other non-ornce holding candidates for hot political &baitMayday
during the 129th Annual Fancy Farm Picnic. Rhetoric between the candidates was sometimes as saucy a*Ito odium
going on the barbecue.

Crime prevention event
Illesday in Chestnut Park
ly HAWKINS TEAGUE
help them protect themselves in
Staff Writer
their home, in their vehicle or
The
Murray
Police personally," she said.
Department will host Crime
Guge said police officers and
Prevention Awareness Day in several local businesses will be
Chestnut Park from 7 a.m. to in the park giving information
noon Tuesday.
on how they can fight and preSgt. Tracy Ouge of MPD's vent crime in the community.
crime prevention unit said the She said representatives from
event was in conjunction with PC Restore would be there givthe 2009 National Night Out. ing tips on Internet safety, such
According to the organization's as using software that can help
Web site, this is the 26th year prevent identity theft and what
for the annual crime prevention parents can do to protect their
event, which will be held by children. Houston Security
police and sheriff's departments Company will be there telling
in communities across the coun- people about alarm systems and
try on Wednesday. Guge said several businesses will also be
this will be Murray's first year handing out door prizes, Guy
participating with similar activ- said.
ities.
Guge said officers would be
"We hope to make it bigger giving a K-9 drug dog demonnext year, but we will have lots
of information for the public to MISee Page 2
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AP Photo/The Leaf-Chronic* Greg Williamson
CHANGE OF COMMAND: More than 13,000 soldiers participate in the Change of Command
ceremony, Friday, July .31,
at Fort Campbell,. The new commander of the 101st Akbome
Division, Maj. Gen. John F. Campbell. said he wants to balance combat training demands at
Fort Campbell with the family lives of his soldiers.
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Fancy Farm ...
From Front
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Kentucky

Afterward, Price detailed her
track record as a U.S. Customs
targeted the unpopularity of agcnt fighung for what was right
President Barack Obama in against lawbreakers and governKentucky - including his sup- ment bureaucracy as a maligned
posed goals for higher taxes and "whistleblower" that blew the
"government-run health care" - whistle on government corrupas bad for America and tion during years of previous
Kentucky by continuously public service.
Price said what was wrong
shouting "Kentucky knows better" than to vote for another lib- with so many "pocket politicians" in Washington today was
eral Democrat.
"I have a better idea, how "crony campaign financing"
.about
we 'cap' federal spending with most politicians selling
'and 'trade' this bunch in their votes to the highest bidder
Washington for some people among lobbists working for "big
Who understand that we can't oil, big business, big pharma;iax our way to prosperity," he ceuticals and big insurance"
"It's clear we need a Check communes.
"Price is right for the U.S.
'and balance in Washington. I am
confident we will keep this seat Senate," she said, pledging to be
TOM BERRYA.adper & hmils
a "watchdog" for the people and Saturdays Fancy Farm Picnic wasn't all about politics. Most
in conservative hands next
November because 'Kentucky a servant of voters; not special of the excitement centered on gobbling up barbecue, seeing
family and friends, fun and winning at bingo. Thousands
interests.
knows better.—
Later, Johnson, a U.S. Navy thronged St. Jeroma's Catholic Church to attend the
Mongiardo, Conway and
worid's
Grayson spoke first being cur- veteran of the Gulf War and largest onit-day picnic and appeared to be happy
they did.
rent office holders. However Todd County businessman,
they were followed by four new- pledged to protect the nation's
Mitch McConnell.
comers to political office includ- borders against swarms of ille- Mayfield.
Sweeney said his family is
"They don't seem to have an
ing Bowling Green businessman gal aliens crossing the U.S. borand GOP candidate Rand Paul; ders every year, continue the rooted in Trigg County; former original idea of their own." he
former U.S. Customs Agent "War on Terror" to keep it away residents of the Land Between said. "I'm the only one on this
platform that can bring this state
Darlene Fitzgerald Price, a from U.S. shores and stop the the Lakes area.
Citing the hard times together because we have more
Democrat; Louisville business- supposed intrusion of governman Maurice Sweeney, D- ment into the lives of Kentuckians are now experienc- in common than what divides
ing. Sweeney said he would us."
Louisville; and Todd County Americans.
bring fresh ideas to Washington
He also criticized "career
businessman Bill Johnson, R"I aspire to do what is right for
if
elected; ideas that would serve politicians" of both dominant
Elkton.
this state and this country,"
Paul attacked both Republican Johnson said."My job right now the people's best interest not parties who make promises to
obtain political office and then
and Democratic candidates and is to fight domestic enemies... wealthy special interests.
He
attacke
d
Bunnin
and
g
abando
n that office to move on
incumbents as "hypocrites" that and (President Harack) Obama
other
GOP
incumb
ents
as
elsewhe
re.
have promoted hopelessness and is one of diem."
"career politicians" that walk in
cynicism among voters to the
Johnson pledged to put his locked
step with U.S. Sen.
point that Congress' approval experience as a businessman to
rating is at an all-time low and work in Washington
few voters register to cast bal"I've previously worked for a
lots and even fewer actually 'big oil'company and I'm proud
vote.
of it," he said, saying he would From Front
will hand out literature about
Slamming what appeared to be be a strong advocate for nuclear
varidus
illegal drugs, she said.
copy of the 1,100 page federal power; pledging to work to itration and will also demonGuge
said that some of the
stimulus legislation atop the place two nuclear power plants strate a few self-defense techchildre
n
who participated in the
podium, Paul pledged to "vote in Kentucky.
niques, especially focusing on
two
youth
.against any budget that is not
police academies in
Wrapping up, Sweeney, D- defense for women against rape
:balanced." He also said he Eastwood, Ky, told a shoutin
the
last
month will be there to
g and abduction. There will also
:Would work to make sure legis- crowd he has never held
politi- be police cars for children to tell people about the program,
:ilators did not vote on a bill they cal office, but has been
a volun- look at and a crime prevention as well as binding out informa'ahave not read.
teer member of about 30 state costumed mascot known as tion on city ordinances and
i: "We need new leadership in and local boards and
commis- "Safety Pup" will be on the helping parents who choose to
!Kentucky and I say we need an sions with western
Kentucky scene. Attendees will also have get their kids' fingerprints
:outsider because there are good roots, includi
ng being the the chance to learn about how taken. Hot dogs
and drinks will
'ideas and there are bud ideas," founder of the
human rights they can get involved in neigh- be availab
le at the event, Guge
lse said.
•OplitUDISS1081 in Murray. and
bcabood winches and officers said.
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News in Brief
Baby
dragged from crib out of hospital
LEXIN

GTON, Ky.(AP) — An infant who suffered critical
injuries when his family's dog dragged him out of the house has
been discharged from a hospital.
The University of Kentucky Hospital said Alexander James
Smith was released from hospital care on Sunday. The baby was
born July 17 and was three days old when Michael and Crissie
Smith's dog apparently snatched him from his crib at their
Jessamine County home.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported the dog was seen carrying the child outside the home.
The baby — whose family calls him A.J. — suffered collapsed
lungs, broken ribs and a skull fracture. He was taken to the hospital in critical condition.
The dog is a female wolf hybrid. It remains under quarantine at
an animal shelter.

Searc
h continues for boy who fell Into creek
GEORG

ETOWN, Ky.(AP)-- A search continues in the
Bluegrass region for a 13-year-old boy after he and a friend were
swept from North Elkhorn Creek.
WKYT-TV in Lexington reported the missing youth is Seth
Carnahan, who fell from the Great Crossings Dam in Georgetown
on Saturday, along with 15-year-old Caleb Henunerline. The older
boy made it to shore.
Authorities said the creek is running high because of recent rain,
although the water level dropped by about a foot on Sunday.

State
courts idre new top adminkdrator
FRANK

FORT,Ky.(AP)— The Kentucky Administrative Office
of the Courts has a new top administrator.
Kentucky native Laurie K. Dudgeon has been appointed to head
the AOC's daily operations. The agency provides administrative
support to the Kentucky court system.
Dudgeon replaces former director Jason Ne-mes who resigned in
April to practice law with a Louisville firm. Dudgeon has a bachelor's degree in history and a law degree from the University of
Kentucky.

'Rock war' may be over doe wrong boulder

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Depending on who you ask, officials in Kentucky and Ohio have been fighting the epic, interstate
"rock war" over the wrong 8-ton boulder.
The historic "Indian Head Rock" bears numerous carvings of
initials, names and a crude face and once jutted above the surface
of the river, serving as a navigation marker for boaters. Kentucky
officials helieve that sandstone rock was raised from the Ohio
River in 2007, and have been fighting for its return to the state
every since.
Steve Shaffer of fronton, Ohio, who led the expedition to lift it
from the river — which he said was necessary to protect it — was
charged with removing a protected archaeological object in
Greenup County in Kentucky. However, that charge was dropped
last week — even the prosecutor isn't sure the rock sitting in a
garage in Portsmouth, Ohio, is authentic.
"The probletr is I could not prove that this was indeed, beyond a
reasonable doubt, the work of a Native American — or a pioneer,"
Greenup County prosecutor Cliff Duvall said.

•Health care ...
From Front

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
would like to welcome Alison Johnson.
M.D.. Family Medicine, to our medical
staff.
Dr. Johnson received her medical
degree at the University of Kentucky
College of Medicine. She then completed
her Family Medicine residency program
at Deaconess Family Medicine in
Evansville.- Indiana. A Graves County
native, she is returning to the Murray
area to take care of patients and friends
in our region.
Dr. Johnson will be located at the

deficit; Sununers said Obarna's
proposed health care overhaul
needs funding from somewhere.
-There is a lot that can happen
over time," Summers said,
adding that the administration
believes "it is never a good idea
to absolutely rule things out, no
matter what."
During his presidential campaign, Obama repeatedly
pledged "you will not see any of
your taxes increase one single
dime." But the simple reality
remains that his ambitious overhaul of how Americans receive
health care — promised without
increasing the federal deficit —
must be paid for.
"If we want an economy that's
going to grow in the future, people have to understand we have
to bring those deficits down.
And it's going to be difficult,
hard for us to do. And the path
to that is through health care
reform," Geidiner said. "We're

Murray Medical Associates practice in the
West Wing of the Medical Arts Building.
She is available for appointments by
calling 270-753-0704.
Murray Hospital is pleased to welcome
Dr. Alison Johnson

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON. KENTUCKY
RESIDENCY
DEACONESS FAMILY MEDICINE
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA
4.
0

MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
RUISAT-CALLOWAT COM HOSPITAL

OFFICE HOURS
MONDAY - FRIDAY
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
300 S. 8TH STREET
SUITE 480 WEST
MURRAY, KY 42071

(270)753-0704

1

not at the point yet where we're
going to make a judgment about
what it's going to take."
On Friday, a report detailed
the economy dipped only slightly in the second quarter of this
year — falling at a I percent
annual pace, better than expected. The government report permitted optimism that the economic downturn is approaching
its end.
"Well as I've said, I think we
maybe are beginning to see the
end of the recession but it's still
going to be some time before we
are seeing companies hiring
again, that's usually the last
thing that happens," Obama said
in an interview with Univision
that aired on Sunday.
"So I think we are still going
to have a tough remainder of the
year — probably until next year
— but, you know, at least what
we are seeing — we've pulled
back from the possibility of a
depression.
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Oldtrarles

Pakistan Christians burned for 'desecrating' Quran

Mrs. Pauline Lamb
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Mrs. Pauline Lamb, 87, St. Rt. 121 South, Farming
ton, died
Sunday, Aug. 3, 2009. at 12:40 a.m. at the home of her son.
She was
a member of Coldwater United Methodist
Church and had retired as
a cafeteria worker at Farmington School.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Hal Lamb; two sisters,
Nova Jackson and Helen Haneline; and five brothels
, Bert, Burie,
James, Harry and Preston Haneline. Born Jan 23, 1922, in
Calloway
County, she was the daughter of the late Claude and Hattie
Darnell
Haneline.
Survivors include one son, Richard David Lamb and wife, Jane,
and two grandchildren, Aleeah McGinnis and husband, Max,
and
Kevin Lamb, all of Murray; • three great-grandchildren, Alyssa
McGinnis and Travis and Taylor Lamb; two sisters-in-law, Lucille
Haneline and Doris Haneline.
A graveside service will be Tuesday at noon at the Bazzell
Cemetery with Rev.Tim Palmer officiating. Visitation will be at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home from 9 to 11:30 cm.Tuesday. Expressions
of sympathy may be made to Hospice, Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.

Mrs. Ulm Bogard York
Mrs. Zelma Bogard York, South Elgin, Ill., formerly of Murray,
died Saturday, Aug. 1, 2009, at her home. Her husband, James
M.
York, died Jan. 15, 1989. A graveside service will be Thursday
at
11:30 cm. at Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will
be at
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home after 10 a.m. Thursda
y.
Online condolences may be made at www.yottfunendhome.co
m.
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ISLAMABAD (AP) —
Pakistani Christians were closing their schools across the
country for three days starting
today to protest the killings of
eight members of their community by Muslims, violence that
drew condemnation from Pope
Benedict XVI.
Hundreds of
Muslims,
allegedly spurred on by a radical
Islamist group, stormed a
Christian neighborhood in the
eastern city of Gojra on
Saturday, burning dozens of
houses after reports surfaced
that some Christians had desecrated a Quran.
Six Christians died in the
flames, while two were killed by
gunshots, as police did little to
stop the attackers.
Christian leaders and Punjab
Law Minister Rana Sanaullah
said an initial probe had
debunked the Quran defilement
rumor.
"We are closing the schools
to show our anger and concern,"
Bishop Sadiq Daniel told The
Associated Press, noting the
move was a peaceful tactic."We
want the government to bring all
perpetrators of the crime to justice."
hi a telegram Monday, the
pope said he was "deeply
grieved" to hear of the "senseless attack."
Benedict sent his condolences to families of the victims

A memorial service for Mrs. Ellen Busija will be held in Illinois
at a later date. Persons may contact Michael Busija at 1-847-2
964271 for the details of the memorial service. Heritage Funeral
Home
was in charge of local arrangements. Online condolences may
be
made at www.imesmiller.com.
Mrs. Busija, 81, Murray, died Friday, July 31, 2009, at 7:30 p.m.
at her home. She was a labor relations manager for Sprint
for 12
years and also studied at the Art Institute in Chicago, Ill.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Edward C. Busija: two
sons, Paul Edward Busija and Nicholas Joseph Busija; one brother;
three sisters. Born Jan. 16, 1927,in Chicago, Ill., she was the daughter of the late Herman Eisenhart and Hulba Koehler Eisenhart.
Survivors include two sons, Michael Charles Busija and wife,
Mary Beth, and Robert Carl Busija, all of DesPlaines, Ill.; one
WASHINGTON (AP) —
daughter, Edith Charlene Busija and husband, Ralph Tropeano, With the "cash for clunkers"
Murray; two granddaughters, Leslie Ann Busija and Laura Beth program essentially running on
fumes, the Obarna administraBusija, Wheeling, Ill.
tion served notice on the Senate
that it must pour in $2 billion
Charles Thomas(Tom) Vance Jr.
more to keep it on track.
ORMOND BEACH, Fla. — A graveside service for Charles
Transportation Secretary Ray
Thorns(Ibm) Vance was Sunday at 11 a.m. at Craig-Flagler Palms LaHood
set the latest policy
Memorial Park, Flagler Beach, Fla. Lohman Funeral Home of marker for the popular
car-purOrmond Beach, Fla., is in charge of arrangements. Online condo- chase program, saying Sunday
lences may be made to www.LotunanFuncralHomes.com.
that he thought the existing $1
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to a billion pool would be exhausted
scholarship fund for his daughter, Bryn Vance, do Murray Bank, by the end of the weekend.
Only the Senate can help at
Attn.: Patsy Hale, 405 South 12th St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Vance Jr., 38, Palm Coast, Fla., died Wednesday, July 29, this point; the House last Friday
voted for the money to be put
2009. He was a contractor with Strasser Construction Company.
into
the popular program, and
Preceding him in death were his paternal grandparents, R.M. and
the House members have left on
Burline Vance, and his maternal grandparents, Jamie and Sue
their summer recess. The Senate
Harrell.
is scheduled to start its vacation
Survivors include his father and stepmother, Tommy and Joyce by week's end.
Vance of Murray, Ky.; his mother and stepfather, Beverly and Scott
"If we don't get the $2 billion
Wright, Flagler Beach, Ha.; his daughter, Bryn Vance, Middleport, from the Senate ... we would
N.Y.; his fiance, Mary Webb,Palm Coast; two brothers, Jamie Vance have to suspend the program
and wife, Briana, and Adam Wright, all of Nashville, Term.; one sis- next week," LaHood told CSPAN's "Newsmakers" show.
ter, Bethany Wright, New York, N.Y.
He said the administration "will
continue the program until we
see what the Senate does and I
believe the Senate will pass
this."
Lowell E. Key
"Any deal that is made
Lowell E. Key, 85, Murray, died Saturday, Aug. 1, 2009, at 840 (Monday) or the next day and
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
that is in the pipeline, ... the
An Army veteran of World War II, he was employed at the for- dealer will be reimbursed and
mer Murray Division of the Tappan Company. He the car buyer will be reimretired as equipment manger for the Murray State bursed," the secretary declared.
At least one GOP senator
University Football Team and also was a fanner. A
question
ed the need to speed the
Christian man, he was a member and former deamoney.
con and door greeter at Sinking Spring Baptist
"This is crazy to try to rush
Church.
this thing through again while
Preceding him in death were his wife, Martha they're trying
to rush through
Jane Humphries Key, Born Jan. 27. 1924, in health care, and they want
to get
Calloway County, he was the son of the late One on to cap and trade electricity
Key and 011ie Kuykendall Key.
tax," said Sen. Jim DeMint, RKey
Survivors include one daughter, Patty Knott and S.C. "We've got to slow this
husband, Steve, Murray; one son, Tom Key, thing down."
Fortner Federal Reserve
Paducah; one sister, Clovis Brown, Murray; one
Chairma
n Alan Greenspan said
brother, Ortis Key, Paducah: seven grandchildren,
car
and
truck
building had begun
Eric Knott and wife, Susan, Murray, Manda Key,
to
rebound
even
before the proOwensboro, and Stacy Cownie and husband, Bill,
gram got under way. But, he
Tasha Key, Terry Key and wife, Chona. Tanya Key and Lyle Key
added, "there is no doubt that
and wife, Patty, all of Paducah; 14 great-grandchildren, Anderson
that very extraordinary response
Knott, Justin Barnett, Leanne Tyra, Doug, MaCall, Rosie, Ricky, is a very importan
t indicator that
Katelyn, Kerstin and Page Key, Rachel Cownie and Michael the state of confidence in the
Cownie, Daman Legcreit and D.J. Wallace; five great-great-grand- economy is beginning to pick
children, Kilbee, Braiden and Tristan Key, Colton Fiessinger and up." If the incentive program
had gone into place six months
Kaven Barnett.
ago,
he said, "it would have
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Sinking Spring Baptist
probably
been a dud.Church. Bro. Randy Kuykeridall and Bro. Carl Butler will officiate.
Obama officials scrambled
Pallbearers will be Eric Knott. Justin Barnett, Bill and Michael
Cownie, and Terry and Danny Key. active; Adult Men's Sunday last week to add money to the
Car Allowance Rebate System
School Class of Sinking Spring Baptist Church and Army veterans
(CARS), which is designed to
in which he served with in World War IL honorary. Burial will fol- get old, pollutin
g vehicles off
low in the South Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be from 5 the road and scrapped while
to 9 p.m. today (Monday) at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home and helping car dealers emerge from
after 12 noon Tuesday at thc church.
the recession. The $1 billion has
Expressions of sympathy may be made Hospice, Murray- led to the sale of 250,0(X) new
:Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071 or to vehicles.
Owners of gas-guzzlers can
WATCH, 702 Main St., Murray, KY 42071.

and called on the Christians "not
to be deterred in their efforts to
help build a society which, with
a profound sense of trust in religious and human values, is
marked by mutual respect
among all its members."
Paramilitary troops and other
security forces were patrolling
the city Monday. Farhatullah
Babar, a spokesman for
Pakistan's president, said a judicial panel will probe the incident. It was not immediately
clear exactly how many schools
would be shuttered.
Christians make up less than
5 percent of Pakistan's 175 million people, and they generally
live in peace with their Muslim
neighbors.
Extremists, however, have
made Christians and other
minority religious groups a target. Earlier this summer in the
Kasur area a group of Muslims
set fire to dozens of Christian
homes, according to local news
accounts.
Shiite Mus!ims, also a minority when compared to the Sunni
sect of Islam, are also often targeted. And the anti-minority
phenomenon seems to be getting
worse as the Taliban militancy
has gained strength in Pakistan.
Minority Rights Group
International, a watchdog organization, ranketi Pakistan last
year as the world's top country
for major increases in threats to

Senate to decide fate
of 'cash for clunkers

PIN IlliMierv
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receive rebates of $3,500 or
$4,500 toward the purchase of a
new fuel-efficient car. LaHood
said 62 percent of the traded-in
vehicles were trucks and "these
people are buying cars that get
much better gas mileage.

minorities from 2007 — along
with Sri Lanka, which was
embroiled in civil war. The
group lists Pakistan as seventh
on the list of 10 most dangerous
countries for minorities, after
Somalia, Sudan, Afghanistan,
Iraq, Myazunar and Congo.
Christians and other minority
religious groups also are especially vulnerable to discriminatory laws, including an edict
against blasphemy that carries
the death penalty for derogatory
remarks or any other action

against Islam, the Quran or the
Prophet Muhammad.
Anyone can make an accusation under the law, and it is often
used to settle personal SC0006
and rivalries.
The latest attacks on
Christians began Thursday following reports that a copy of the
Quran had been defiled.
Hundreds of Muslim protestels
set fire to several Christian'
houses in the first two days, bin
the violence reached its peak
Saturday.
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FORUM
The Gates
of wrath

PI hate to admit it, but I
To
the
have reached a stage in my larger point
life that if I am walking down made
by
a dark street late at night and Gates and
I see that the person behind the president
me is white, I subconsciously about blacks
feel relieved." — Reverend disproporJesse Jackson
tionately
Slavery and racism have been singled out
like a soiled garment that Amer- for stops and
ica has diligently and at great arrests
expense tried to wipe clean. because of
Cal's
President Obama acknowledged their race.
Thoughts
at his news conference last week The media
that America has made "great have some By Cal Thomas
Syndicated
progress" in the direction of responsibiliColumnist
racial reconciliation and he is ty in this.
living proof of that.
Most news
Having acknowledged these reports show blacks as the pertruths, what should he learned petrators or victims of violent
from the incident in Cambridge, crime. Most news interviews
Mass., in which African-Amer- with black mothers (and many
ican scholar Henry Louis "Skip" TV commercials) have no man
4
Gates Jr. was arrested in his in the picture, because in far
home after a neighbor, Lucia too many cases there isn't one.
Whalen, called 911 to report He is either the absent father,
"two men" on Gates' porch try- deceased or in prison.
ing to force open the front
Much of the violent crime
door. According to a statement in America occurs in lowissued by her attorney and income neighborhoods. Race
backed by Robert Haas, com- isn't the cause of these crimes;
missioner of the Cambridge a social system put in place
Police, she did not mention by liberal Democrats is to
the race of the two men. If blame. That system does not
Whalen were African Ameri- encourage minorities to succeed.
can would that change the It enables them in their vicdynamic of the conversation timhood and sense of impov:we're having? That two of the erishment. Liberal Democrats
officers who came to Gates' refuse to allow poor black chil•d
home were minorities -- one dren to escape failing governAfrican-American, one Hispan- ment schools. The welfare sysMessengeric -- apparently doesn't count tem, revised by a Republican Owensboro
because the arresting officer, Congress and reluctantly signed Inquirer
Political observers are quick
Sgt. James Crowley, is white. into law by President Bill ClinIt also doesn't count that Crow- ton, has doomed several gen- to start with the "calculus" of
ley teaches a class on racial erations of African-Americans how candidates will be perprofiling and that he was named to misery, complacency and ceived around the state and the
Co that post by his boss, an despondency. Black children strengths they bring to the camAfrican-American, who attests who do succeed are accused paign trail.
to his non-racist bona fides.
of "acting white" and urged to
That figuring started immeLike President Obama,
fall back into the cycle of fail- diately Sunday when Gov. Steve
tnow Skip Gates. He reoendy ure experienced by many of Beshear announ
ced his selecgave me a personal tour of their friends.
tion of Louisville Mayo! Jerry
the African-American museum
r`..esident Obama properly Abramson as his running mate
a: Harvard after we had cor- apologized to Sgt. Crowley and
responded about his excellent his department for suggesting in 2011. Beshear said AbramPBS program "African Amer- they acted "stupidly." He is son is the only person he conican Lives." Gates is a classy also doing the right thing by sidered for the job, and Abramguy with excellent social skills inviting Professor Gates and son said he wouldn't have run
and a sharp mind.
the officer to the White House with anyone else.
Beshear rightly dismissed
Also like President Obama, for what one hopes will be a
questions about Abramson's
wasn't at the scene of the moment of reconciliation.
Cambridge confrontation. If one
He thankfully has begun value to the campaign during
accepts the police report, Gates (at the recent NAACP conven- a campaign stop in Owensboro
iipparently said things he ought tion) to attack the underpin- on Tuesday, saying it is more
uot to have said. Is that under- nings of an attitude that still important to consider what the
stimdable? It is certainly human reigns in much of the black com- longtime mayor would offer
nature. I sometimes get upset munity: that failure is some- after Election Day, not before.
when "profiled" by Transporta- one else's fault.
Abramson also brings a long
tion Security Administration
Black people who have suc- and commendable record from
employees because I've had dif- ceeded by playing according his time leading
Louisville to
ficulty getting off a terrorist to race-neutral rules are testi- the
campaign.
suspect list. It is tempting to mony to the lie behind that
On the down side, Abramsay, "if I were a terrorist shout- claim.
son has run afoul of union
ing 'death to America' you'd
(Direct all MAIL for Cal
probably let me go through," Thomas to: Tribune Media Ser- leaders during disputes in recent
but because I know it would vices, 2225 Kenmore Ave., Suite years with Louisville's police
do no good and that I could 114, Buffalo, N.Y. 14207. Read- officers and firefighters, and
be arrested and miss my flight, ers may also e-mail Cal Thomas his popularity has waned amid
questions about a development
hold my tongue.
at tmseditors@tribune.com.
deal for downtown with The
Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
;lot necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorialsfrom newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concerning issues of importance in the Commonwealth.
Cordish Co. The state AFLCIO weighed in against Abramson before Beshear announced
his choice.
But looking ahead to the
full campaign in two years,
Beshear's running mate is not
likely to be as important as
his record during his first term
as governor.
Two years ago, Beshear
helped develop a statewide
appeal as a candidate with his
selection of then-state Sen.
Daniel Mongidrdo.
Mongiardo's eastern Kentucky roots in Perry County
complemented Beshear's western Kentucky background in
Hopkins County. Beshear campaigned on what he and his
running mate would achieve if
elected while promising to
remember where they came
from.
Beshear will now run as the
incumbent, and voters will make
their decision not only what
Beshear promises to do but
whether he followed through
with his campaign promises

To the Editor:
As a naturalized citizen of
this great country, I am very
concerned about President
Obama's proposed Government
Managed Health Care Program.
I have several family members tually led him to be hospitalstill living in Great Britain. I ized for seven weeks waiting
would like to share some of his turn for by-pass surgery.
their experiences with social- He was number 84 on the list.
ized health care. My step-father Later in life he developed
had heart problems which even- esophageal cancer. One Sunday he was in severe pain, my
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the last time around. Chief
among those promises, and to
this point a failed promise, is
Beshear's unwithering devotion
to bring casino gambling to
Kentucky.
That means Abramson won't
be Beshear's only companion
along the campaign trail.
Beshear's record of achievements and failures so far will
likely play a larger role than
the person standing next to
him on the stump — and it
will likely also determine
whether Abramson gets to move
beyond the campaign trail and
show his ability to govern the
state.
Lexington Herald-Loader
Christian leaders in Jackson
County performed a valuable
public service by persuading
county officials to take down
the nine copies of the Ten
Commandments posted in the
courthouse in McKee.
Judge-Executive William 0.
Smith agreed to it to put an
end to a divisive and poten-

y

t,

A

ti
tially costly court case that the
county would likely lose, based
on the experience of other Kentucky counties.
The Decaloguc will be posted on private property near the
courthouse, he said. Granite
tablets will replace some of
the posters. That's fine, as long
tliey., are not on -taxpayersupported property.
Still one key supporter of
the
courthouse
postings
expressed some confusion in
a Herald-Leader story about
why they had to be removed,
if the majority of county citizens never complained.
It's because separation of
church and state is one of this
nation's core principles.
Some of the earliest settlers
came here to escape religious
persecution. And those who
wrote the Constitution practiced several fakEhs, or none at
all.
The ideal was an America
where no citizen would feel
that government pushes any particular religion or faith tradition — even if 99.9 percent
of a community say they don't
mind.
When it comes to religious
freedom — and freedom from
religion — the minority has
clout.

the surgery as she passed away.
During my Mother's final days
in the hospital the Doctor did
not discuss the seriousness of
her condition with my sister
Mother phoned for the Doctor and I. We found out from the
on call who covered several death certificate. Another relacounties. It was seven hours tive has waited two weeks for
before he reached the house. the results of an EKG. We
My step-father was then admit- have the greatest health care
ted to the hospital where he in the world even with its
spent his first night in a hall- problems. I do think changes
way. He was then transferred need to be made because it is
to a twelve bed ward for male costly, but the Federal Govand female patients. My Moth- ernment does not need to he
er was on the waiting list eight- involved. I do not want our
een months for surgery on her health care system to be like.
elbow to restore use to her that of Great Britain.
Catherine Tinsley
right hand. She never received
Murray, Ky.
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✓ Letters eney be sent to P.O. Om 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-malied to
editerlhesurrayledger.com.
✓ Letters inelled or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone ember for verification purposes. Entailed lenses must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
V The Niurray Ledger & Those reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on Om bask of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good tests and frequent combibutors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters eta "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, lonehmeses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whets, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters sally repreeset the viewpoint and *dens of
the miter and not necessarily of the Ledger lk
staff.
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Our Elected Officials

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Raybum House Office Bldg.
www.house.gov/wh Wield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen.. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C.
20510
www.jim_bunningObunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen.. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)

361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
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COMMUNITY
Purchase Area Chapter will
hold meeting Thursday

Jo's
Datobook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Food Preservation
Workshop scheduled
here Friday

Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky
Public Retirees will meet Thursday at 10:30
a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Mon Dr.,
Paducah,for a combined luncheon and business meeting.
All retirees of the Kentucky Retirement
System (Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Hickman, Graves, Marshall, McCracken)
and the Kentucky State Police Retirement
system are encouraged to attend. For information call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-5229531.

4

Girls Softball plans tryouts

Murray Middle School Girls Softball will
have tryouts on Wednesday at 4 p.m. at Murray High School.
This
is for thaw who did not tryout the first time. For information
call
Ted Booth, 293-9192.

CCHS Class of 1979 plans reunion

Calloway County High School Class of 1979 will hold its 30year reunion on Saturday, Sept. 19. If you have not been contacte
d
or need further information call Bill Vincent at 293-1249.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Smg,les will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex of the
Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Pat at
489-2909.

Mother
Nature has
been kind to
us in the
respect of
I;
016
plenty
of
rain
and
beautiful,
green grasses. So also
Woolen brings about
the
fresh
Notes
produce in
By
La Dawn Hale our gardens!
are
Calloway County What
Extention Agent you going to
for Family & do with all
the bountiConsumer
ful produce
Sciences
in the garden?
Cooperative Extension will
be hosting a hands on Food
Preservation Workshop this
Friday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the American Legion Building,
which is across from the Bee
Creek Soccer Complex. Please
bring a sack lunch. A refrigerator will be available. In order for
the workshop to be presented, at
least five participants need to be
registered to attend.
Cathy
Smith,
Ashley

Photo provided
STUMP REMOVAL: Pictured is Lynn Wentworth of Troy, Ala.,
using her equipment to dear the large stump left by a tree in
the yard of the home of J.B. and Jo Burkeen. This was one of
17 trees In the yard. The tree had been cut the previous week.

Ladles of Morro Cowin Chi
Ladies of the Murray Country Club will play golf on Wednesday,
Aug. 5, at 9 a.m. at the club. All ladies are welcome to attend and
pairings will be made at the tee.
Hostess for play on Wednesday will be Pat Miller, phone 7537550.
Winners of golf play on July 24 have been released by Marilyn
Adkins, hostess, as follows:
Championship Flight - Amy McDowell, first, Betty lo Purdom,
second;
First Flight - Freda Steely, first, Cyndi Cohoon, second;
Second Flight - Marcia Beam, first, Vickie Baker, second;
Low Puns - Linda Burgess;
Nine Holers - Jane Spadafino, first, Jane Meyer, second;
Low Puns - Patsy Chaney;
Chip-ins - Amy McDowell and Jane Meyer.

McKinney (Calloway County
Nutrition Education Program
Assistants) and I will teach par-:
ticipants how to preserve tomatoes with the pressure canner::
make blackberry jelly in the.
water bath canner, and freeze.
fresh corn.
All aspects of preparation;
from washing, shucking, peeling, looking for bad spots to,
washing the outsides of the jars.
will
be
demonstrated/
Participants do not need to bring,
any supplies. They will go home
with several items to start their'
own food preservation process,'
along with the finished class
products!
For more information and to
register for the workshop, call
the Calloway County Extension.
Office at 753-1452 by Thursday
at noon.
•
Educational programs of the;
Cooperative Extension Service.
serve all people regardless of
race, color, age, sex, religion.
disability or national origin.

Hickory Woods
R•tir•m•ct C•nter

Code Enforcement Board to meet
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The Murray Code Enforcement Board will hold a public hearing
on Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the City Hall Council Chambers,located on
the second floor at 104 North 5th St., Murray. This will be to review
property maintenance and noise control citations. All interested persuns are invited. For more information contact the city clerk's office
at 762-0330.
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Kenlake Ladies Golf League played golf on
Wednesday, July 29, at the golf course at Kenlake
State Resort Park.
Mary Madajczyk, Kay Norman, Jean Vance and
Evelyn Blivins were winners.
Madajczyk had a chip in on hole number 8.

Other players were ma Horton, Gloria Thies, Pat
Beadles and Ronda Phumphrey.
The ladies will play again on Wednesday., Aug.
5, at 8:30 a.m. at the golf course. All interested
lady golfers are invited.

Temple Hill Lodge to meet
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464, east of Almo.
David Holt, master, urges all Masons to attend.

TOPS meeting Tuesday
Murray Chapter of l'OIPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For infonnation call Shelia at 227-1723.

MWC board will meet
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight(Monday)at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.

Dexter-Almo meeting Monday

Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet tonight(Monday)
at 7 p.m. at the district office at 351 Almo Rd., Almo.

Fire Protection District to meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District Board will meet
tonight (Monday) at 6 p.m. at the No. 1 fire station t 101 East
Sycamore St., Murray.

MF,S Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will
meet today (Monday) at 3:15 p.m. in the conference room of the
school. All interested persons are invited.

Support group will meet
igious
from
y has

DIM hubs Golf

HAPPENING.

Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight(Monday)at
7 p.m. For more information contact Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

Cross Stitch Class scheduled
A Free Counted Cross Stitch and Needlework Exhibit will be
Monday, Aug. 17, in the event room of Calloway County Public
Library. Drop in between 12 and 2 p.m. The public is invited and
class supplies are free. This event is being sponsored by Western
1(Y/TN Stitchers Embroiders' Guild of America - Murray Chapter.
For information call Carla at 753-9331 or Terri at 436-5588. Persons
are urged to attend, bring a friend, learn a new skill and share the joy
of stitching.

Freshmen Orientation planned
Murray High School Freshmen Orientation and schedule/fee day
will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Friday at the school.

Pairings announced for Oaks Ladies
Betty Shepard Golf Tournament
The ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will host the Betty
Shepard Golf Tournament on
Wednesday beginning a 9 a.m.
Registration will begin at 8:30
a.m. with refreshments being
served before play.
The club announces the following pairings for the tournament with pairings subject to
change:
Hole
#
1
Carita
Boggess/Denise Windsor, Sue
Outland/Kathy McNutt, Vicki
McCleary/Pam Hurt
Hole
#
2
Linda
Jones/Claudene Epps, Anna
Duke/Barbara Sloan, Linda
Brann/Faye Brundidge
Hole
#
3
Martha
Woolf/Beverly Solomon, Cathy
Thompson/Pat Tveite, Donna
Tucker/Ann Tynes
Hole # 4 Kitty Steele/Patsy
Green,
Anna
Lou
Coleman/Sharon Kelso, Freda
Steely/Peggy Shoemaker
Hole # 5 Jeanne Van
Coppenolle/ Sandra Lyles,
Connie
McManus/Cynthia
Darnall, Kim Marshall/Rhonda
Hobbs
Hole # 6 Matilda Cain/Sue
Collins, Gloria Thies/Loretta
Earles,
Ina
Horton/Mary
Madajczyk
Hole
#
7
LaJeanna
Thornton/Debbie Dick, Linda
Orr/Pam Williams, Belinda
Elliott/Lawanda Glover
Hole # 8 Lisa Toon/LeAnn
Toon,
Cone
Cates/Gina
Standifer,
Loue1 la

The Law Offices of

Gregory, Easley & Ernstberger

Archer/Margaret Caksackkar
Hole #9 Linda Burgess/Betty
Jo Purdom, Cyndi CohooniVe
Sevems, Debbie Hixon/Marcia
Beam
Hole
#
10
Marcia
Pritchett/Kelly Green, Lauren
Hughes/Megan
McKinney,
Mary Bogard/Leta Taylor
Hole
#
11
Joy
Greengrass/Betty Owen, Paula
Childress/Jane
Middleton,
Rowena Sanders/Brenda Payne
Hole
#
12
Edwina
Bucy/Sandra Schaff, Angela
Snodgrass/Karen Balzer, Kim
Hopkins/Helen Tucker
Hole 13 Melva Hatcher/Patsy
Neale, Celisa Cunningham/Kiki
Cunningham,
Angela
Powell/Jessica
Hole
#16
Laura
Parker/Tonda Thomas, Sherri
Boyd/Sherri Heeke, Sandra

VanDykellan Norman.
Winners of Ladies Golf Play
Scramble on Wednesday, July
29, with Carolyn Greenfield as
hostess, were as follows:
First place
- Carolyn
Greenfield, Kitty Steele, Debbie
Dick and Edwina Bucy;
Second place - Patsy Neale,
Beverly Garrison, JoAnne Auer
and Patsy Woodall.
Ladies
Tuesday
Night
Scramble on Tuesday, July 28,
were as follows:
First place tie - Patsy Neale,
Rowena Sanders, Debbie Dick
and Lori Mathis;
Second place - Mary Houston,
Edwina Bucy, Shauna Mullins
and Denise windsor.
Ladies Tuesday Night play
will
be
held
at 5:30
p.m..Tuesday, It is not necessary
to sign up for play.

by Annie' Pester
Shopping, shopping. shopping! We
have shopped till we dropped this ,
week. We started on Monday at Wel...,
Mart. On Wednesday we traveled to:
Paducah where we shopped, had lunch
and shopped some more. On Friday wehit the Sidewalk Sale in Murray. I
think we're through shopping for a
while since we made a large dent in
our wallets?
We enjoyed Angela Mosley coming
and playing the piano for us this week.
She started playing wheal she was only.
four years old but never took a lesson
untD110111 grade when she attended the
tithed for the blind. She also studied
cliniciat and jazz at Murray State;
University. She plays beautifully and,
we are already looking forward to hav-.,
ing her back with us.
It was an honor to have one of out'
new doctors, Dr. King. Neurologist,*
come out and speak to us on Friday.
He was so gracious to sit down with us
and answer all kinds of questions
about stroke and alzheimees. We thoroughly enjoyed having him and are so
proud be has made Murray his new
home.
We wekomed all of OUT new residents with a tea on Friday.'They were
presented corsages and each of them
shared a little bit about their life. We
ended the reception with some of
Gela's homemade cookies and punch.
Our Happy Birthdays go out to.
Emma Nell Steele and employee._
Teresa Oakley. Happy Birthday to you,
both and many more!
...Nathan else looks or feels like
bowie but we cease close
84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
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Hear Today...Save Today!
)Open Fit Behind the Ear
Reg. $2,500 Sale Price $1595

Custom Digital In the Ear
Reg. $1,095 Sale Price $695

Proudly Announce

MITCHELL T. RYAN

nee 1111091* walk'Div Copse Mar Faqpins11410
KV
3111*Trimi Pack.

Has joined the firm as an associate.
A native of Murray & Calloway County, Ryan and his wife, Julia are returning
home from Florence, Boone County, Kentucky, where he received his
Law Degree from Northern Kentucky University and practiced in the areas of
Personal Injury, Criminal and Domestic/Family law with the law offices of
Busald, Funk, Zevely, P.S.C. He will now be engaged in the
general practice of law in Calloway and surrounding counties.

204 South 6th Street•753-2633

Call Today

Professionals Available For Tool
270453-8055 or Call Toll Free 1400-4-572S

STONE-LANG CO.
NEARING REHABILITATION

210 Sinai 1211i Street•Murray.HY
Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust"

6• Monday, August 3, 2009
Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS
Maw

Advertisers are requested to check
the find insertion of their ads for any
error. Murray Ledger & Times wIll be
responsible for orify one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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26.30 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)

63.35
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$15.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

F61,1

Cali*.Classified Department at 753-1916
ask for Jill Stephens or
at UM Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday
-Friday SAO
LIMN
Nada
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NOTICE OF NON-DISCIUMINATION

LPN/RN

The Calloway County School District
does not discriminate on the basis of race,
color, national origin, sag, disability or age
in its programs and activities.
The following person has been designat
ed to handle inquiries regarding the
non-diacrimination policies:
Karen Brandon,This EC and Election 504
Coordinator
Calloway County Board of Education
2110 College Farms Road
Murray,KY 42071

This notice will be available in large print, an audiotap
e, and/or in Braille upon
request.

MR QUAUTY PERM 110110E
Drift Title V OperMing Parmd V-06-033
It. T. Vendetta Company,Inc.
Plant ID.21-03540005
R. T. Vendertill CornpanY. 1K. of has VOW
lo the koffhickY
Dive& for Air Quality kir a permittopsails an monk chemical mmutimuurvi; wiry ei Itie Psis Vilay, Murray, KY 42071.
The Omni is derailed a Tile v Troia source clue toemissions
ot regulated air pollutants greater than a rraeor source threshold
An eisctroric copy of the Division's droll panne should shortly
become mamba at hIlpfiwenv.eiay.grripsmitlingi. Oldil
mores of the Divisions draft penult and relevant supporting
inicenehor ere evadable lor kapsolion byte public doing
none'business hours at ths
Division tor Air Quaky.200 Fektiiiiiine. let Roar. Fronklort KY 40001, phone(502)564-3999; Deasiml for Air Duday,Paducah Re‘lonsi Me,130 Eagle Pint Drive,Paducah.
KY 42003, phone(270)5056400: and the Calloway County
Pubic Morn(710 Main Sleet Murray,KY 42071.phone(270)
753-2288.
The Dation is sok:ling comments on lie disk permit and
'lording the opportunity tor s pubic hewing. To be considered, any edam comments or requests for a pubic hewing
mst be received *Olin 33 days Mowing the dire of this noC,oritirents wider public hewing requests should be serX
toti Janes Morse st the above Franidon address. Any per
who requests pubic hearing mug stale the issues to be
nisei it the hewing. If Me Division finds lhat hawing MI
conbibute to the decision-nuking process by canters significant issues affecting the draft permit a hewing will be announced. Al relevant comments MI be considered in issuing
the proposed penal. U.S. EPA has up El 45 days foaming
issuance of the proposed ponnil to submit comments. The
stitus regarding EPA's 45-day review of Pit project and toe
deadline lot submitting a citron petition sill be poled at the
Ioiorrç websile address: hitpitwwwepa.gov,reppion4lairl
permeaRkintuckyhen shorty AK tit and oftie 30 day comment period. Further information can be obtained by ming
Mr. Brien Mord at(502)564-3999.
The Commonweab of Kentudry does not discriminate on the
base of race, MIX national origin, sex, religion. ago or deabdity in employment or the provision of services and pmtides, or ruttiest reasoned, 11030111111011110ed Ulan°
auxiliary aides and services necessary to 'Nord inthittimis
im equal opporturity to participate in al pniarsnis arid vl
ties. Moines we be provided n alma'lorast upon request.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that the City of Murray,
Murray, Kentucky 42071, has flled an application
with the Department for Environmental Protection
to construct sanitary sewer knee at the proposed
EDC West Industrial Park. This property is located west of US 641 near Max Hurt Drive and is just
outside the current Murray City Limits. This
application more particularly is in reference to two
121 creek awnings of unnamed tributaries to
Clarks River at•location welt of US 641 near Max
Hurt Drive. Any comments or objections concerning this application shall be directed to: Kentucky
Department for Environmental Protection, Division
of Water, 200 Fair Oaks Lane, Frankfort, Kentucky
40601 Phone:(502) 564-3410.

nab

Mae
STOLEN
Army
green
03
Kawasaki 380, 4x4 4wheeler with winch. If
seen please call.
270-978-5520
Reward offered.

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first Monition of
their ad for any
error. Murray
Ledger & Times will
be responsible for
only one incorrect
Insertion. Any error
should be
reported immediatfisly so corrections can be made.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
Inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

good phone, organizational, and
skills. Must be willing to work•flexible
schedule. Position will start as part-time with
the possibility of becoming full-time. Please
1040-A, Murray, KY 42071.

The Calloway County School District offers the
following career and technical
education programs to all 'Indents in grades
9-12: Agriculture. Human Services
(Family and Consumer Science), and Marketing
Education; Businees Education
and Science and Mathematics(Technology Educati
on) programs are offered to
students in grades 7-12. Adult Education classes
are offered to individual. pursuing•GED certificate. Adult programs are offered
periodically based upon the
demand for specific classes. Calloway County Schools
will take steps to assure
the lack of English language skills will not be
a barrier to admission and
participation in career and technical education
programs.

1103117 AT ta Mt

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepdng appilcations
for the following positions: RN's full-time
day and afternoon
shift. We offer competitive wages and an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
In the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2807 Main
Street Hwy 841 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
Consoddsted
Management Co.
needs Food Service
Director at Mayfield,
KY 'Aunt Need someone with restaurant
stmesisnos, must be
hours vary,
14-8st operation
--2shifts
Supervlsory/Computer
Skills necessary
ServSafe Certification
a Plus!
Must pass background
and pre-employment
drug screen
Send Resume to
infoOoonsoliciatedmgmt.corn

HOME
Decor
Company search for a
marketing assistant.
For immediate consideration, please fax
resume and cover letter to 270-856-3471_

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. 111,024 on Part A; 6135
on
Part B. Call me for more information.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray,KY 42071

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

inn*
MIJRRAY-CALLCWAY

COUNTY

Taking hal/di/care new places.
Physical Therapist and/or
Physical Therapist Assistant

Re-Advertisement,
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT SPECIAUST,
Student Support Sae/ices(SSS),TO
Program, Murray State University. Full-time,
10 month, position to begin September 2009.
Qualifications: Master's degree required.
Degree in student development, counseling, or
human services preferred. Demonstrated
experience in academic advising, financial
counseling, and career panning in the college
setting required. Strong Interpersonal, organization, and communication skills required.
Working knowledge of Microsoft office with the
ability to provide basic trouble-shooting to various software programs and equipment
required. Must be willing and able to occasionally work nights and travel on weekends. TRIO
experience preferred. Knowledge of student
assessments and measurements preferred.
Responsibilities: Recruits new participants
and conducts Intake interviews. Speaks to
Summer Orientation groups and other campus
groups for recruitment purposes and to promote SSS; Coordinates and provides assessments, academic planning and advisement,
personal and career development, and financial aid counseling. Provides services and
accommodations to students with disabilities;
Serves as a liaison to students; instructors and
other campus staff. Monitors student computer lab and assists students with computer
access and other technological resources;
Advises Participant Advisory Council; Drives
university vehicles to transport participants to
events Occasional nights and weekend travel required. Application Deadline: Postmarked
by August 21, 2009. To Apply: Submit a letter
of application, resume, and the names,
addresses, and telephone numbers of at least
three (3) professional reforsrices to: Velvet
Moon, Director, Student Support Services,
Murray State University, 261 Blackburn
Science Building, Murray, KY 42071. Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education
and employment opportunity M/F713/, AA employer

Murray
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,

you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
arc placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration is now
open class begins on
Sept. 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
Information and registration forms available
a
www bohI*denteI.co
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

FULL OR PART time
TAKING applications
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In for all positions Gattis
person after 7:00PM. pizza, apply in person
804 Chestnut St
No phone calls.
T
i'1;1«, (.) 1,ii
f.1, 1,
(1(11 & 1:'r''.
l'41.

Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

HOSPITAL

MIMI STATE MINIMA local pharmacy is I
looking for a motivated, detail oriented,
multi-tasking Individual with customer
service and pharmacy experience. Must
be able to work•
flexible schedule with
some evening hours.
Please mail resume
to: PO. Box 104013,
Murray, KY 42071

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

`)I

(II \N„INl,

01

8 - COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETMVE RATES

\

1

,

`NMI \ 1 I \I
( 011111 IU I \

Ron Sailln - Local Agent
Phone(270)759-1565

Calf Jeff Barrows or Kayo Clark for distills
at 270-762-1637, or
apply online at www.murrayhospltelorg.

WOK Mel

Avoid inflationary cost.

IMIX MZIN CLAIM MING ma NT aims

In HomeCare - Pediatrics
Join rapidly growing Murray Callowey
HorneCare.
We offer exceptional benefits,
flexible self-ectieduling, autonomy
and great earning potential.

-irrupt
gieleml
%mom
Isnu-Axmiwo grwet
rune -orrnaw
Ildmisilan
(270)340-4413

Lou V. Meticry
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

be licensed In the Stale of Kentucky. WIN

send resume and cover letter to: P.O. Box

270-7412-72140

— PREPLANNING
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangemnit Specialist

INSURANCE

RN or LPN for busy pediatric practice. Must

Cell (270)210-2533
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Cderaplaile Formal Wear Reedgeseraws
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NICK MCCLURE
OWNER
SINCE 1993
THANKS 10*
YOUR'BUSINESS

Liaw.i.ft & Nina

104 Mae St
011IWO
Mem NT 4eiri4111114014•11,
141111141174137
irienewei
Al Oreesiss Tnmepartallas•Airport Service•Certified

Drivers
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Mated
INVENTORYADUALIT
Y Control Clerk
Looking for a detail
oriented individual.
Ability to do some
heavy lifting. Hourly
rate plus benefits.
Computer experience
preferred. Apply in
person or send
resume to Automated
Direct Mall, 1410 N.
12th St., Ste G,
Murray, KY 42071
CULINARY
Arts
Instructor
Minimum
Salary: $39,744.00.
Location:
Murray/Calloway Area
Technology Center.
Teaches occupational
preparatory classes
within a career and
technical education
program; and performs other duties as
required. Minimum
requirements: Must
hold the Rank III
Kentucky teaching
certificate in the subject area to be taughtFamily and C consumer Science
Degree Or must hold a
Kentucky Statement of
Eligibility in the subject area to be taught
(Family and Consumer
Science) or four years
of appropriate work
experience, two of
which must be within
the last five years, and
must pass Program
Area Assessment test
or provide proof:
American Culinary
Federation
Professional
Certification. To
apply. Please submit
and updated, signed
application to . Dennis
Harper, 1800
Sycamore St., Murray,
KY 42071.
Applications may be
obtained from the
School, or the
Education Cabinet,
Division of Human

Resources, 2nd-Floor,
Capital Plaza Tower,
500 Mero Street,
Frankfort, KY 40601
or on-line at
http://kytech.ky.gov/ap
plicatlon for_ernployment 151b.doc.
Applications must be
received by
08/07/2009 to be considered for an interview. Applicant will be
notified if selected for
an interview. Equal
Education and
Employment
Opportunities M/F/D.

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109

1998 Toro wheel horse
14- 38" HxL lawn tractor, recycler. $450.
753-3317.

CERTIFIED provider
has opening at inhome
daycare.
Excepting all ages at
one of the lowest
rates. Years experience & references.
270-293-5212.

Read
All About I
It!
subscribe to the

DEPENDABLE loving
childcare. 293-9794.

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806
OFFICE & house
cleaning, weekly or biweekly, references.
$15.00 an hour.
227-5944

Eke—
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
769.3666

2003 12'x6' Cargo
Trailer. 293-1681.

House Delivery
Local Mail
3m..—MN
nuposr)
3
as.
6 mu.—.105.116
Svi
6 outs.
1 yr.--ADM
Rest of KY/TN
IrPereeer Sliedurail

3 me.---.—$'711.1111
Cats.----MAO
1 yr......_—$136.0
I Check

Al Other Mall
Sobearlpilese
3-..--MAO
1 yr.....—$145.1*

Money Order

Visa

/11/C

Name
I St Address
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436 5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999

e City

I
I State

Zip

Daytime Ph

•

Mail thim coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

I

r Times
Murray Ledger & limes

CLASSIFIEDS

ABSOLUTE' AUCTION
Agat, August 15,2009 @10 a.rzy
L!!.!'ATION:1503 No.rth 7th St MurrAl„
I h! Daisy &
Late Herbert ?•oyd st
441
Fran Intsrsectkst Of hey 121 a Hwy MI:
Proceed South On thw 641 To
Chestnut St Turn Left Onto ChesbNit Proceed
To N. ith TUM Right Onto N. Ttfi
Proceed To Auction Site. Signs Postst011
BORM 2 BATH BRICK HOME ON A kilt xI
H
I nt
NICE:FURNITURE
GUN • GI A'I'-SWAIll
LOCATED IN A PEACERIL NEISMIORM0001
CLOSE TO MET 011 a NWT. 1211
1 MILE FROM *RAY STATE UNIVERSITY,
REAL ESTATE: Being A +1 1.686 So Ft Brick Home
Featuring 4 Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, Kitchen,
Dining Area, Living Room & Utaty Room. Extenor Rehires
01 The Properly Indude Landscaping,
Wheel Chair Ramp. Covered Front Porch, A 12'x12' Outbuilding
& A Metal Shed. Ai Of This Is
Situated On A 90)(183.5 Lot Real Estels Sells At 10:00 AM Reptiles
. Of Priori

REAL ESTATE - NICE FURNITURE - GUN - PERSONAL PROPERTY

'1

ne

1

II

it

FUerinURE- Duncan Phyle Drop Leal Dining Table, Large Chew Cabinet GE
Retageralor, Maytag Dnter,
Frigidaire Washer. Odd Full Sae Bed, Card Table. Old Frigidaire ReIngerdsr,
Singer Sews)SAKtine, Zaret
Console TV Very Ornate Metchng Collie TaNe *12 Eat Tables, Pride Cloth
Lift DWI,Clot Couds 2 Beautiful
matting China Cabinets, Antigua Lamp Table 214ice 'Pineapple Posts'
Twin Beds. Cloth Baduadtom Wood Rocking Chia. Anode
Bed. Oubtanding Antique Oak Dresser *1 Beveled Edge Dressing
Mirror Blarytel Chest
GLASSWAREINSC.• Several Hens On The Nest(Venous &Zest.
8
Race Setong 01 Creative Fine Chine. Pressed Glass, Aluminum
Extension Ladder Few Hand Tools, Oneida Stemless Filmier*, Saw
Appliances. GE Digital Microwave Odd Glassware, Ns.Pans. Made In
Japan Piano Babies Lamps Paw Dummy Lamps. Collection 0104
Paintings Sired Daisy Boyd -FIcwers & Fria( Signed J Robe 'a Nice
Frame, Linens, Doilies
GUN Winchester Model 74 22 Long Rolle
REAL ESTATE: 15% Down Day at Sale Balance in 30 Days Make
Your inspections Poor To Day Of Sale. Buyer We Be Required To Sign
A Lead Based Paint Waiver A 104
.Buyers Premium WA Be Addeo To
The Final Bid And !eluded in The Contract Price
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Cash or Check Day or Sale Wit Proper
identilicabon
Cell or Visit Our Wilmer,: www.harrisauctions.com

11 %KRIS "1
I

;

;•

nu ;SO

;IS

Property Merespernent, uC

WWW.murrayelectronicsinc.com

(270)753-7567.

www.murraykyapartments.com

270-767-9111

Specializing in newly built
LARGE
SELECTION
LISED APPLIANC
WARD ELKINS

(270) 753-1713
Furnishings
AMERICAN Duncan
Phyfe mahogany drop
leaf
dining
table
(w/protective pads.) 6upholstered
dining
chairs. Double china
cabinet. Loads of display & storage. $1,750
759-1664
ELECTROLUX, Kirby
& Rainbow vacuum
cleaners, discontinued
models, save big.
Jerry's
Sporting
Goods, Mayfield
TOP quality
consignment furniture.
accessories and
antiques.
Rood interiors
603 Main St.
753-6361

Motorcyle
helmets,
ackets, boots, saddle
bags Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, KY
Musical
PIANO lessons for
children age 4-teens.
$10.00 per 30 minute
lesson. Contact Kristin
(731)336-1787
Homes For Sole
'OWNER Flnance'•
6x80 3BR. 26a on
3.5 acres. $2.950
down. $545 a month
3380 Guthrie Rd.,
Pwis. 270-753-1011
1995 16x80 Atlantic,
3BR/28A. 4-acres.
Kirksey area.
(270)559-2861
2002 Clayton 16x80
vinyl siding, 38R. 2BA,
excellent
condition
270-489-2525

HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water, sewer, trash,
electric included.
$550/mo.
(270)492-8211

L
r-70md
GiC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-8286
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
\40\ 111'1 \
\II:1 • 1111: .o.1

PT0MITY

cycles I ATV's

Unbelievable
2004 Polaris Predator
LAKEFRONT
500, lots of extras, like
SALE!
AL REN'TALS
new. $3,500/0B0.
One Day, Sat,
MINI-STORAGE
492-6283
Aug.
724 S.4111 ST
2003 Yamaha
8th
Caner et 121 S. a Glees.
Roadster, 1600/cc,
Lakefront Lot
10110 $25 11h15
Silverado, garage
w/ Dock
(270)436-2524
kept, 9,700/miles.
NICE 2BR, 1BA
Suitt
(270)293-69116
$6.500/obo. 759Duplex, stove, ref.
only $49,000
9305/227-2096
W/D hook-up.. 5 min
(was $124,000)
PREMIER
North of Murray. $325
Owner must sell specMINISTORAGE
deposit, $325 rent.
tacular lakefront lot
•Inside
climate
control
(270)293-3781
WI boat dock already
storage
NOW LEASING
built on fabulous
*Security alarmed
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
160,000
*Safe & clean
We accept Section
acre recreational
•We sell boxes?
"
In( Is
I \I
8 vouchers.
!eke. Paved rd w/ utils
•We rent U-Hauls.
\ \(.1
.)t.if 111 ,1/ it
\1
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
& new
753-9600.
902 Northwood Or
1
survey. Excellent
• weekly & special
financing. Don't miss
Monday,
• locally owned/op:0W
Call 753-5606
Wednesday, Friday.
Prop Fes noel out? Call
759-1151 • 293-2753
Phone 759-4984.
1-800-704-3154, x
293-2754
Equal Housing
3105.
Business center- 750carpentr
ALL
Opportunity
y.
All
1,500 sq.ft. Available
TDD #1-800-648-6056
11,1111111iiil
1998 Honda CRV-EX, home improvements.
now. Across from
4wd, leather, loaded, 20 yrs. experience.
Justice center. Good
\1.111,It
References. Free estiexcellent
customer parking.
10 acres west o
condition.
3301
St.
Rt 1 2 1N
mates.
Availabl
e
$8,300. 270-331-408E.
Murray. Good for road
753-8
immediat
087
ley.
Call
Rich
Free standing building
frontage/corner
lot.
270-293-7913
•
across from Justice
Good building site.
270-227-4078.
center. Ideal for attor- (270) 293-5215.
ney's office, other
I I
2007 Chrysler 300C
office type or small
McCoy's
B141..
Hemi
A1ND,
loaded,
retail
Lawn Sondes
business. For
TOWNHOUSES for
83k, $17,000
Quality work at
rent. 4 BR 2.5 BA, showing call Nelson
4.4 acres on 121293-1200
a great price!
refrigerator,
South, 4-miles from
oven, Shmat 752-0201.
-Mowing -Trimming
2004
Move, washer & dryer
Murray
Toyota
7
(Fox
Camry
Rd)
1
1.11:•;111
Metal building 88x40
-Yard Clean-up
Included. Close to
LE. 4-cyl., 4-door,
492-6283
t_
insulated 12ft. walls,
'Free Estimates'
Murray State $650 a
loaded, black.
gas heat, can be used
(270)293-6604
ANDRUS Excavating
Excellent gas mileage.
month. Cal
as two shops. Located
am For Sole
and Septic Systems.
$7,000 (270)444-7566
270-348-0458.
at 406 Sunbury Circle,
Dozer, back hoe, and
['OH I A1311
Murray. 270-436-2935.
2.5 story house on 8 02 Olds Mem, 2-dr.
I
tr3ck
hoe
work.
ill
moon-roof, CD player,
liessFar Rant
acres with barn. With
Retail Store in Hazel
Installation and repair
spoiler, clean, runs
picturesque view. East
5000 SF +/- plus 960
on septic systems.
2 BR, very nice.
of town, less than 1/2 great. $5,500. Call
SF porch.
Now offering septic
Coleman RE
mile from courthouse. (270)527-2595 or
Really nice? Great for
tank pumping.
(270)703
-2419
753-9898
antiques,
$199,500. 293-7252.
978-0404
restaurant,retail, etc.
2&3 Bedroom houses
3BR,2 BA new conAPPUANCE REPAIR
$1200.00/month 1
Lynn Grove, Murray
struction,1316
SERVICE & PARTS
year lease
94East, lease &
Larkspur. Campbell
(270) 293-8728 OR
270-492-8211
deposit required.
14' John boat with
759-5534
Estate. $220,000.
753-4109
railer, 15HP motor,
Call for appt.
Chuck Van Buren
2 fish graphs.
2BR, 1BA North 18th,
753-3966, 293-9747.
$525hno. deposit &
$1,500/080.
38R, 2BA, split bed492-8283
lease. 293-8867
rooms, brick home with
DOG Obedience.
3 BR,2 BA w/ 5 acres (270)436-2858.
above ground pool, 38' Sea Going houseboat, new hull, rebuilt
and horse barn for
spacious closets, 2-car
engine, outdrive,
rent. Available August
garage, $140,000 or
MINIA1URE horse,
plumbing, electrical,
1st. (270) 293-5215.
house+3 66 acres &
stud, fawn colored,
new ac, carpet, new
barn $157,500.
3BR
light mane and tall.
BRICK, 703
paint inside & out,
270-293-2130.
Payne St.
BRUSH & Hammer.
$200.00.
paid slip, at The
606-561-5133
Painting, fix-it's &
(270)853-3662
4BR, 38A brick home,
Breakers, must see,
repairs, decks pres2 car garage, approx.
3BR very nice, carport.
cute-cute cute!
sure
washed
and
2,300sq.ft. 1523
hardwood floors. Also
$25,000.
stained.. 436-2228.
Oxford Drive in
4BR, 2BA. Coleman
(270)435-4776
Canterbury
RE
Horse
boarding Subdivision. $155,000.
753-9898
$125/mo. Stall or pas- 293-8210.
4BR, 3BA, 2 acres.
ture. Located 10 miles 5BR 2BA house with
Lease with option to
JONES
east of Murray. Call bonus room & spabuy. $866/mo with
270-293-7314 or
ROOFI
NG
cious
closets.
secluddown payment.
270-293-7315.
Licensed & insured
ed subdivision dose to
270-293-5090, 859Free estimates
Murray. 2-car garage,
402-1119.
large lot. $225,000.
(270)2
93-0354
501 South 6th St.
270-293-2132
(270)753-0355
3-BR, 1 BA, dining,
LAKE Barkley area,
living, bonus room,
great weekend getwasher, dryer, refrigerIff,A1
away or full-time home
\,
THE Murray Ledger &
lAll
ator, stove, dishwasn1 .11. .1,
YOUR AD
A." ;Is .fc,
with seasonal view,
Times considers its
\
er, hardwood/tile.
COLLO BE
1.5 miles from Linton
sources reliable, but
270-761-1317.
HERE. FOR
Bay Boat Ramp, park
inaccuracies do occur.
EXTRA nice 3BR,
ONLY
575 00
& beach. FURNISHED
Readers using this
2BA, home located in
CUSTOM
AMON T
very dean 3BR. 2BA,
information do so at
Whitnell
Hill
Estates.
11.101.I
NG
wood burning fireCALL 75.1 191b
their
own
risk.
Central Heat/AC, 2-car
place. New Items:
Although persons and
garage, all appliances
24x24 pool, huge
companies mentioned
227-0587
furnished. $900/mo.,
wrap-around deck &
herein are believed to
753-2353
one year lease, refercovered porch, 2 car
be reputable, The
ALL Carpentry
ences
&
deposit
garage, 2 sheds, sits
Murray Ledger & flmv. Fair
-Remodeling
Murray Ledger &
required.
Call
on 2 lots, a must see
Housing Act Notice
-Additions
Times, nor any of its
(270)753-1713-Day
at this price. $99,700.
All real esiate advertised herein
-Decks
employees accept any
(270)753-3827-Night
12701 293-0.371
is suhlect to the Federal Fair
(270)350-7276
-Porches
responsibility whatsoHousing
which makes it
NEAR
Southwest illegal to Act,
NEW
Construction •Pole Barns
advertise any prefer.
ever for their activities.
school, 3 BR, 1.5 BA, ewe, limitation or dmx-nmina.
DAVIS Handywork's
2216 Quail Creek Dr. •Laminate Floors
Roofing, small home
garage, central gas lion based on race, color. reliYEARRY'S
3BR, 2BA. 293-1681.
Tree
•Tile
pon. sex, handicap, lamilial staheat/ ac, hardwood tus or national origin, or intenrepairs,
garages.
Service_ Free esti•Mobile Home-Repair
floors, ceiling fans, no tion to make any such preferdecks, siding, winNew 24
mates. Phone
•Roof-Overs
limitations or discnminaanimals, lease, rent & ence...
dows, doors & home
riaG
lisirees Mum h
436-2562, 227-0267
tion
•Underpinning
building to suit. No lob
deposit.
ilhorbill Mow
Larry Nimmo
State laws isetrid discnmination
(270) 293-0247.
too small.
in the sale rental or advertising
iil real estate based on factors in
(270)227-9484
227-9641
addition to those protected
AFFORDABLE
under tederal law
N3.11171
Carpentry
FREE kittens
We is ill kno%inglx accept ins'
tor
-Remodeling
227-2798
"h"1"nt:
, n'ar,est, whK1',„
A&F Warehousing
is nor loutitm
or the
rne
-Screened Porches
Near MSU $20-50
persons are hereby informed
Need to sell
-Garages
that
all
dwellings
ernsed
are
753-7668
a‘ailahli. on an equal
-Water & Termite
your house?
nih basis
Damage
For further dssistante nub Fair
-Decks
Call us w• will be
Housing Adkertising, require•Home/ Mobile Home
ments, (intact N A A 4. ounsel
glad to help.
FUTRELL'S Tree
Rein. l' Aillarn,
10iXt
Repair
Service
Murray Ledger & 'news
436-5517
Trimming,
removal,
270-753-1916
stump grinding, fireHill Electric
wood. Insured.
Since 1986
489-2839.
MURRAY Store and
Lsdpr1
24 moue sinews
WILL mow lawns
Lock presently has HALEY Real Estate
Res.. Cons. & Ind.
Thee
$1500 & up Adult
Appraising
units available.
Licensed & Insured
owned
&
270-759
-4218
operated
753-2905.
All iishs - big ur small
978-5655
753-9562
lit
'ii Illt
10MOULINI 10
436-2867 Lamb's
doric your slur
Professional Tree
Service Complete
We Offer:
tree
If you haven't picked up a picture that
•All Size Units
removal, gutter
was used in a classified special section,
•24/7 Surveillance
cleaning, hauling. etc.
you may come by our office during our
• Electricity
Insured. Emergency
busines
• Climate Control
s hours and pick it up.
293-8377
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D,
$800 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4800

• Dig Ponds
•Chian Fonts Rows
• Excavating
• Watorways

Rob Morton
CALL 270-293-5001

USED TIRES

R

Articles
For Sale
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's Best XBR
senes. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Electronics, Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances,
C/H/A,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed. $875 mo.
293-7404
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I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

MOBILE home on 1/2
acre w/porches, outbuildings & carport, 2
miles from Murray.
(270)293-5670

2, 3BR available.
Various locations.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid,
no
pets,
$290/mo. 767-9037

3 BR, $295.00
753-6012

213f1 Duplex, C/H/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 100343
Northwood.
(270)753-0259
2BR duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9838

1 BR apt, various loa
cations. Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts, near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR & 2BR apartments available. Great
location. 1 year lease,
1 month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
18R 1.5 blocks from
University. $225/mo.
753-5992
1BR apartment. All utilities paid. $450
per
month
plus
deposit. 270-227-4325
1BR,
unfurnished,
near campus, no pets.
non-smoking
unit,
$260
per
month.
Available about August
12th. 753-5980.
2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898

2BR townhome loft
1.58A, WiD, 2-car
garage. $650/rent,
$500/deposit,
1 -year lease, no pets_
(270)293-3904 1401
Diuguid Dr.
2BR, very nice, great
country view. C/H/A,
appliances, no pets.
Coleman RE. 7539898
•4 BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances.
no pets, 1 year lease,
$760/month, deposit.
-2 BR stove, refrigerator. W&D. no pets, 1
year lease, deposit, 5
miles from town in
Almo $375. 753-4937
4 BR, 2 BA, all apphancas Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

k

grizr

laW

FREE
tricagairiati

All

1,prortu

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

CalI us se WI be
glad b he4).

MIK 1101•011111
0,91.111,0111V

270-753-1916

JjJ

Daret Forget!

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whltnell Ave.• 753-3853

436-5141 AAFFORDABLE
Hauling Clean out
garages, gutters. 'talk
& tree .vork

LeirCiR&IrmEs

1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray. KY 42071
Hours: 5:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
1270)753-1916 • classified murra yled ger.com
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WAIN Back
10 years ago
Grace James, histonan.
Published is a picture of
Mr and Mrs. Derwood
Barbara Brown handing pack- Edwards will be
married for
ages to volunteers during the 50 years Aug.
5.
22nd Make A Difference Day
40 years ago
at the Murray State UniversiJohn Ed Peace, associate
ty Stewart Stadium. The pho- editor and editori
al writer for
tograph was by Staff Photog- the Louisville Courie
r Journal,
rapher Bernard Kane.
will be the speaker fir the
Brittany Beane will travel commencement
program for the
to Memphis, Tenn., to com- graduates at Murray
State Unipete in the National Barrel versity on Aug.
4.
Horse Association Youth World
Births reported include a
Championship Show Aug. 4- girl to Pfc. and
Mrs. William
7. She is the daughter of Dar- D. Jackson and
a girl to Mr.
rell and Dana Bean.
and Mrs. Jerry Vance, July 26;
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse B. Weath- a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Michael
erford will be married for 50 Morris and
a girl to Mr. and
years Aug. 13.
Mrs. Loyd Cooper, July 28; a
20 years ago
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Published is a picture of Thompson, July
29; a girl to
University of Kentucky Plant
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Taylor,
Pathologist Dr. Bill Neismith July 30.
showing about 50 Calloway
50 years ago
County farmers what the black
The Calloway County 4-H
shank disease looks like when Fair will be
Oct. 17 at the
it appears on a lestf of tobac- Murray State Colleg
e Cutchin
co at the Gary Brame farm Stadium. The
fair will give all
near Backusburg. The photo was 4-H members
an opportunity
by Staff Photographer David to exhibit their
projects except
Tuck.
livestock.
The family of Harper and
Murray
State
College
Velma Pace Swift held a reunion Orchestra will present
its final
at Lake Barkley State Park concert tonight
at the Student
Lodge.
Union building.
Jimmy Brown won first and
Bro. Norman Culpepper is
Johnny Quertermous won sec- the speaker and Bill
Siress is
ond in the Murray Men's Invi- in charge of the music
for the
tational Golf Tournament played revival at Cherry Corner
Bapat the Murray Country Club.
tist Church now in progress.
30 years ago
60 years ago
The Rev. Walter E. MisThe August term of Calloway
chke Jr., minister of First Unit- County Circuit Court
started
ed Methodist Church, Murray, Aug. 2 with Judge Ira
Smith
has been elected to a four- of Hopkinsville presiding.
year term on the Lambuth ColTwelve cases of polio have
lege Board of Trustees at Jack- been reported in the state
of
son, Tenn..
Kentucky this year.
Elected as officers of the
The Red Cross Home NursJackson Purchase Doll Club ing Class will begin Aug.
15
were Gracie Erwin, president; at Murray High School
with
Edith Hatcher, vice president; Margaret Canfield as
the
Noreen Wojcek, secretary; Mil- teacher.
dred Haltetnan, treasurer; and

COMICS/ FEATURES
Man putting affairs in order
writes to an old sweetheart
DEAR ABBY: A few weeks
ago I had surgery, and they
found cancer. I have put my
affairs in order to ease the
burden on my children.
I have written my will, made
a list of those to be notified
after my death, wrote iszy obituary
and
requested in
which newspaper
would like it
printed.
I
have
also
listed all my
assets and
where they

Dear Abby

I
have
only
one
question:
After
my
death I would like a former
high school girlfriend notified,
and I have written a letter to
be given to her. She has been
married to the same man for
40 years, and we have not
been in contact.
I always had special feelings for her and would like
to tell her so and thank her
for the great times we had
together. I would not want to
create problems in her marriage,
but would like to send her a
letter of thanks and appreciation.
What do you think? Should
1 leave well enough alone, or
let hr know what a special
person she was in my life? - FINAL REQUEST IN
SOUTH MILWAUKEE
DEAR FINAL REQUEST:
I am sorry about your sad
prognosis. I doubt that having
the letter sent after your death
would "cause problems" in that
lady's marriage. And frankly,
I'm sure it would be a gift to
By Abigail
Van Buren

death of Warren G. Harding.
In 1943, Gen. George S. Patton slapped a private at an army
hospital in Sicily, accusing him
of cowardice. (Patton was later
ordered by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower to apologizr for this and
a second, similar episode.)
In 1948, former Communist
Whittaker Chambers, testifying
before the House 1.111fr
Activities Committee, Accull
ertotiner State Department official Alger
Hiss of having been part of a
Communist cell, a charge Hiss
denied.
In 1958, the nuclear-powered
submarine USS Nautilus became
the first vessel to cross the North
Pole underwater.
In 1980, closing ceremonies
were held in Moscow for the
Summer Olympic Games, which
had been boycotted by dozens of
countries, including the United
States.

Il1/X13Y 1.31. Lit
Ski MONKEV.Sit4 MONKEY.
Pitt4I4EY 1A0t0r-EY mowny
NONE'

DEAR
ABBY:
My
boyfnend and I are having a
disagreement about flirting with
other people. He thinks its
OK to "harmlessly flirt" as
long as the person knows you
are in a committed relationship. I think that flirting could
lead to a misunderstanding that
may cause problems in the
relationship.
I trust my boyfriend, but I
don't trust other women and
never have. I asked him to
stop doing it, and he has assured
me it won't happen again.
Now I'm wondering if I overreacted. Do you think flirting
is harmless, or do you see it
as a potential problem for the
relationship? -- LAURA IN
ALABAMA
DEAR LAURA: It's a
potential problem for the relationship if one of the parties
is insecure and regards it as
a threat. It's also a potential
problem if the flirting persists
in spite of the fact that your
boyfriend knows it makes you
insecure. Regardless of whether
this romance leads to marriage, however, you really
should try to understand why
you have such negative feelings about other women
because those feelings aren't
healthy, and may not be justified.
•••

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

Memory loss
needs testing
DEAR DR.GOTT:1 have been
taking a medication called alprazolam for many years. When! started, I took one pill three times a
day. After three years, I started
taking them only when I felt I
needed to, which was very seldom.
Sometime
ago. I read
that this medication could
cause memory loss. I have
that now. I
know a word
but just can't
bring it out
I told my docDr. Gott tor, but she
felt that I didn't take the
By
Dr. Peter Gott pills enough
for them to
have caused this.
I have always been eloquent
in my vocabulary, and it is discouraging to me now to stumble
when I know 1 could have done
better.
DEAR READER: Based on
your brief note, I can only give
you generalizations about the situation.
Alpruolam is a medication
used in the treatment of anxiety
and panic disorders. Less commonly, it may be prescribed for
alcohol withdrawal, depression,
irritable bowel syndrome, premenstrual syndrome and fear of open
spaces and strangers.
Some of the side effects include
weight changes, drowsiness, lightheadedness, fatigue, memory and
coordination impairments, depression, speech difficulties and
decreased libido. Because the medication must be tapered off, abrupt
cessation can also cause side effects
such as anxiety, insomnia, seizures,
decreased concentration and men-

lloroscono
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Tuesday,Aug.4,2009:
This year, the quality of your
daily life becomes an issue.
Others might not agree, and
often you get strange reactions.
On some level, you will need to
increase your circle of friends
and associates in order to fmd
like-minded people. If you are
single, don't play games with
yourself or others when
prda.19g if someone
*good" for you.
attached, if you want easier
interactions, let your significant
other have more say. AQUt RIUS could challenge you to
think more deeply.

Thin In Illstorv
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 3, the
215th day of 2009. There are 150
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 3, 1949, the Nationpl Basketball Association was
formed as a merger of the Basketball Association of America and
the National Basketball League.
On this date:
- In 1492, Christopher Golutsbus set sail from Palos, Spain,
on a voyage that took him to the
present-day Americas.
In 1807, former Vice President
Aaron Burr went on trial before
a federal court in Richmond, Va.,
charged with treason. (He was
acquitted less than a month later.)
• In 1914. Germany declared war
tin France at the onset of World
War I.
In 1923, Calvin Coolidge was
sworn in as the 30th president of
ihe United States, following the

are.

her that would make her smile
for the rest of her life. You
have my blessings to send it.

Murray Ledger & Times

In 1981. U.S. air traffic controllers went oil strike, despite a
warning from President Ronald
Reagan they would be fired, which
they were.
In 1994, Arkansas carried out
the nation's first triple execution
in 32 years. Stephen G. Breyer
was sworn in as the Supreme
Court's newest justice in a pri-vasc eeremeitifig-tblet Justice
William H. Retniquist's Vermont
summer home.
Ten years ago: Congressional
Republicans, shrugging off a presidential veto threat, nailed down
the details of an agreement for a
10-year, $792 billion tax cut. Arbitrators ruled the government had
to pay the heirs of Dallas dress- The Stars Show
the Kind of
maker Abraham Z,apruder $16 mil- Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
lion for his movie footage that
captured the assassination of Pres- 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
ident John F. Kennedy. The first
issue of Talk magazine hit newsARIES(March 21-April 19)
stands.
**** Unexpected gains come
from leading. Use your sixth
sense to make what you deem
necessary happen. Open up to
others, especially about a lastminute reservation about ao
about-to-launch new project.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Get to the bottom of
what is going on behind the
scenes, no matter what you
approach today. For some, it

/

tal clarity, and blurred/ vision.
Adverse reactions, ihey occur,
are usually seen at tl#beginning
of treatment and disajpcar as the
medication is continued. For those
reactions that are severe or fail
to resolve over time, the physi;
cian may choose to stop treatment or reduce the dosage. The
higher the dose, the greater the
risk of developing side effects.
Without knowing your age, gender, onset of memory-impairment
symptoms, general health status
and other information, I cannot
definitively say whether your current problem is related to the
medicine. However, the two are
most likely unrelated, since the
memory impairment should have
resolved when you reduced the
&sage — that is, assuming the
loss started during your thrice-daily
treatment regimen.
Return to your physician td
discuss your problem. Bring a list'
of any difficulties you are having, even if they don't appear
related. Memory problems may
be the result of many things, ranging from vitamin or hormone deficiencies to neurological conditions. You may also want to request,
a referral to a neurologist, who.
can examine and test you for disorders such as Alzheimer's dis—
ease or normal pressure hydrocephalus.
Don't delay in seeking out the
cause of your memory loss. Failing to treat a reversible condition
could lead to permanent damage.
If the cause is more sinister, ear-,
her treatment can lead to more .
time in which to set affairs in
order.
To provide related information,
I am sending you copies of my
Health Reports "Consumer Tips
on Medicine" and "Alzheimer's
Disease."

liv isamolles
could be confusion about where
someone Is coming from;for others, it might simply be doing
more resilleirch.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Keep conversations
ongoing. At the end of the day,
your perspective will change and
might not be comfortable. Forge
ahead with new knowledge, and
be willing to step out on your
own.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
,161616** Eye the big picture,
14$41nIng up the playing fired.
Share your insights with others,
though you might need to take
ownership of a great Idea.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You are inspired and
on top of your game. You wonder why others dump their work
on you. Say "no" when you need
to. Also, defer or let someone
else carry the ball; you have
enough on your plate.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Your creativity surges no
matter what you do. Know when
enough is enough when dealing
with a child or loved one. By
ending the dialogue, you are taking a stand. Others suddenly
might be more amenable.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might be revamping
an idea or doing it differently
than anticipated. Don't minimize
your role in a project. Let your
Imagination take the lead whenever you find a bump in the road.

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Keep communication
moving. A changing situation is
reflective of the possiniilii0s.

*****

Allow what seems like an off-thewall idea to be pail of the mix.
Others will see that idea as
dynamic rather than strange or
bizarre.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec.21)
*** Review your expenses
and keep your budget in compliance with the real figures. Listen
to news that follows when you
start loosening up ideas and
your stance. You might be surprised.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You suddenly become
pivotal In a rapidly changing situation. Accept and work with the
unexpected. The faster you.
incorporate these jolts into your
life, the better off you will be..
Know when to shake your head
and walk.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Whether you agree or
not is irrelevant. You will have
time to handle the situation or
turn certain basic ideas around.
Get together with associates in
order to find better solutions and
ideas.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Understand what is
going on behind the scenes, and
then work for a good solution.
Meetings, associates
and
enabling supporters take up a lot
of time, but are necessary.

Crosswords
in L._ cl ry 1,1

ACROSS

(1,
)

1 Why?(2 wds.)
6 Stubborn dirt
11 Tugged
12 Go over again
14 Poles
connector
15 Smears
17 Enlisted person
18 "Paleo"

HE /MOE AN ICE CREAM AND
PASTRAMI 5ANDY/1CW DOESN'T
THAT SOUND YUCKY71

opposite

Gip A IRIFIE_ IL Loe)
WORKING Al' HOME
HAS ITS ADVANTAGES

1'I /F"JS.JT0 •)
YOUR MASTER
IS GONE FOR THE
DAY SO NE
ASKED ME TO
FEED YOU

ACTUALLY, IT MUST BE A
NICF C4AN6E TO BE SERVED
BY A CUTE WAITRESS..

(et
t•P

19 Open meadow
20 "Mad Max"
Gibson
21 Novelist
— Ferber
23 Hoedown
honey
24 Name in
cheesecake
25 Mongol ruler
27 Insart mark
28 Ave. crosser
30 Sequel's sequel
31 — a ride
32 Note before mi
33 Roman foes
35 Woody's son

36 Adams or
McClurg
37 Golfers' org.
38 Off. helper
42 Less than one
43 Mouths, in zoology
44 Kind of system
45 Moon of Jupiter
46 Wide-awake
48 Blizzard maker
49 Snuggle
51 Warehouses
53 Red Sea
country
54 Get going
DOWN
1 Put a spell on
2 Hunter of myth
3 Many da.
4 Where Ga is
5 Weird
6 Thin porridge
7 Ms. McEntire
8 DC tax org.
9 Search —I
10 More gung-ho

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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11 Tarzan's mate
13 Open wider
16 Cranston or
Shepard
20 Put a dent in
22 Go fly —

MMEMM MEM=
MOM MEM=
MEM MMIMM ME
MUM
Id MI MUM
MEd AM
MINIM
dd IIIMM1191
MEM= WI=
MOM MU MOM
MEM WM
ffiffilM
ME
didlim
MAMIE Bea=
MOM MOMEM

23 Moo goo —
pan
24 Fiji neighbor
26 Towel word
27 — -de-sac
28 Like some
routes
29 Boring
31 Car grill cover
34 Small, in
Dogpatch
35 Culture
medium
37 Admire
oneself
39 Hombre's
address
40 "Ivanhoe"
author
41 Does a
wrecker's job
43 Clay pot
46 Affix
47 OB objectives
48 Fitness center
50 Fond -- Lac
52 UFO pilot
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2009 PREP BOYS GOLF PREVIEW

IDE OPEN SPACES
WIN MARSHALL'S LOSSES,
REGIONAL FIELD SUDDENLY LOOKS MORE OPEN
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MSU SOCCER ROUNDUP

Racers
ready for
first title
defense

II* TOMMY MUARD
ec
he 2Cers
eflasrit
on could mark the end of
,
an era in First Region boys golf.
At least that's the hope of every
coach whose name is not Brent
Lovett.
Lovett's Marshall County squad
has had a stranglehold on the region's
top spot for the past two seasons and
has gone on to win the state championship in 2007
(a title later vacated due to a paperwork technicality) and finish runner-up in 2008.
But the Marshals graduated four of last season's
top five, and coaches such as Calloway County's
I* MU Spats lotanaallon
Steve Smith and Murray's Chris Graham hope the
Murray State women's soccer released its
changing of the guard is something their clubs can
2009 schedule featuring seven games at Cutchin
take advantage of this fall.
Field as the Racers try and defend their 2008
"Marshall graduated so many last year, they may
Ohio Valley Conference championship.
be back in line with some of the other schools," said
The Racers begin their campaign Aug. 15
Graham, who called the Marshals and Calloway
with a road exhibition match against IPFIV
early favorites.
in Fort Wayne, Ind, before playing in Itta
Smith echoed those sentiments but stopped shy
Bena, Miss., at the MVSU Classic Aug. 21
of calling his club a favorite.
&23.
"Marshall lost a lot of kids, but they're still
MSU's first opponent is the host Missisgoing to be decent, a strong team," he said."There's
sippi Valley State with Arkansas-Little Rock
probably a handful of teams that could win the
to follow.
regional this year and I'd say we're in the mix."
After a road contest against Vanderbilt
The youthful Lakers have expected to make a
Aug. 30, the Racers play at Cutchin Field
push for a state bid in each of the last several seafor the first time in the MSU Racer Classons, but rarely has the field seemed this wide open.
sic.
Calloway finished fourth at a disappointing 2008
Future OVC member SIU Edwardsville
regional, ending their season eight strokes away
will be joined in the four-team field by Gem.
from a state bid.
gia State and Alabama A&M. The Racers
"I was disappointed for the boys last year,"
will face AAM at 4:30 p.m. on Sep. 4 after
Smith says. "We didn't play well on the day of the
SIUE tangles with GSU at 2 p.m. On Sep.
regional. The way the boys had been playing going
6, MSU takes on SIUE at 2:30 p.m. after
in, we really felt like our scores would have been
GSU plays AAM at noon.
lower."
This is the second year MSU has hosted
Calloway, which opens its season Tuesday
a tournament.
against Carlisle County, lost just one golfer and
The Racers take on Southern Mississippi
returns a more mature top six that features a senior,
Sep. 11 at the UT Martin Puma Invitation:
two juniors, two sophomores and a freshman.
al and play Missouri-Kansas City in Martin;
• Included in that group are two golfers wild. state
Tenn. Sep. 13.
tournament experience — sophomores Daniel
The final tunpup for OVC play is the
Harper and Hunter Garrison, who qualified as indi- but Graham has been especially impressed with
Racers' first trip west to Arizona and Utah,
viduals in 2007 and 2(X)8, respectively.
junior Ian Holmes.
The Racers play Northern Arizona in
As it was last season, balance will again be the
"He's improved a lot over last year, especially
flagstaff Sep. 18 before traveling to Cedat
keyword for the Lakers. Calloway doesn't have a off the tee," Graham said. "He's hitting it long and
City to face off with Southern Utah Sep. 20.
clear-cut No. !, but instead a group of six to eight a lot more consistently now."
Murray State begins defense its OVC title
players in whom Smith is confident.
Battling for the fifth spot will likely be freshmen
Sep.
25 & 27 at Jacksonville State and Ten"We haven't had that one kid that's going to go Jay Roth and Brady Powell.
nessee Tech.
out and shoot 67 or 68." he said. -They've all been
The Tigers also welcome junior David Vinson, a
After a non-league game at IUPUI Sep.
pretty steady in the low-to-mid 70s. Right now, transfer from the football team, to the fold. In his
29,
the Racers hit the road for UTM Oct. 4
we've got six that are battling for the top five going first three rounds with the team, Vinson has moved
before
returning home ;or a season-long four
into the year.his average from 10th on the team to seventh.
game home stand.
. Harper and Garrison, especially, have enjoyed
Murray opens its season Tuesday at Livingston
MSU will face Southeast Missouri and
strong summers, Smith says. Harper, who missed Central.
Eastern
Illinois at home Oct. 9 & 11 and
most of last fall with a broken wrist, was named
"Right now, we're just trying to get scores in to
Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky Oct
Player of the Year on the Pepsi Tour and played in see who our top eight is going to be," Graham said.
16 & 18.
the Kentucky-Indiana Ryder Cup.
"We usually travel with eight players, so we're just
The Racers' home stand ends with an Oct.
Junior Chasten Howard also figures into Smith's trying to see where everybody stands."
23 pint with Austin Peay.
top three. Howard has been a model of consistency
Murray
1 ,•
The final regular season match is Oct. 25
for the Lakers over the years, averaging in the 303
&
At A game
at home against Evansville, before the OVC
over nine holes throughout his high school career.
Coach: Chris Graham, 2nd year
Tournament begins Nov. 3 at the home field
The rest of the top six consists of freshman Matt
Nonw Course: Murray CC
of the league champion.
McReynolds, senior Austin Miles and junior Brock
Last Veer: Finished 10th at regional
Who's Back: Zack Newsome (Sr.). Jordan Smith (Jr). Ian
For the first time, all six OVC TournaSimmons.
Holmes (Jr), Blake Graham (So.), Jared Henderson (So).
ment qualifiers will play on the field of the
At Murray. a top five finish at the regional and a
Jay Roth (Fr). Brady Powell (Fr.), Garrett Holland (Fr). Alex
host.
bid to the All 'A' state tournament are the goals for
Miller (Fr.)
Who's
New:
The top two seeds get a bye on the first
David
Vinson
(Jr),
Paxton
Jones
(81h), James
second-year head coach Chris Graham.
Boone (6th)
day with the bottom four seeds playing two
Junior Jordan Smith returns to anchor the Tigers
Outlook: Smith is the star for the Tpers and represents
matches.
Murray s best shot at a state bed The Tigers hope to earn a
after falling just two strokes shy of a state bid at last
learn bid to All 'A' state
The semifinals and championship will be
year's regional.
played Nov. 6 & 8.
"Jordan Smith is our highlight right now,"
The winner of the OVC Tournament gets
Calloway County
Graham said of his top player, who's averaging 38
an automatic spot in the NCAA Tournament
At A Qom
over nine holes in practices this summer."He seems
MIT File Photos
Coach: Steve Smith, 7th year
with a match date of Nov. 13.
to be more consistent. He's set his standards up
(Top) Murray's Jordan Smith watches his tee
Nome Course: The Oaks CC
MSU begins fall camp Aug. 6 and play
higher himself and he's disappointed if he shoots
Last Year: Finished 4th at regional; Hunter Garrison Ica*/
shot at a tournament last season. Smith, who the annual
Blue-Gold Scrimmage at Cutchin
stele bid
two or three over."
missed a state bid by just two strokes at the Field Aug. 8 at 6 p.m.
Who's
Sack:
Austin
Miles
(Sr.),
Chasten
Howard
(Jr.),
Brock
The Tigers also return nearly their entire team
Simmons (Jr.), Jeremy Pruitt (Jr.), Daniel Harper (So), Hunter
2008 regional, is back to lead the Tigers, who
The Racers have 15 student-athletes returnintact. Behind Smith, the rest of Graham's top six
Garrison (So.), Ryan Butler (So.), Jacob Reynolds(So ), Matt
lost
just one golfer off last year's team. ing from the 2008 OVC championship team
McReynolds (Fr.), Connor Wagner (8th)
have posted scores consistently within a stroke-andWho's New: none
(Above) Brock Simmons eyes his ball during a including eight starters led by OVC Defena-half of one another throughout the summer.
Outlook: Without a clear-cut No 1, the Lakers hope a solid,
tournament at Murray Country Club in 2008. sive Player of the Year Tara Isbell, the RacSenior Zack Newsome and junior Blake Graham
balanced lineup can finally push them over the top and into
the region's top two
appear to be locked in to the two and three spots,
Simmons is part of a balanced Calloway line- ers goalkeeper.
MSU won a program record 12 matches
up that some coaches are calling a favorite for
in 2008 and won the league regular season
a top two finish at regionals and a state bid.
title with a 7-1-0 mark.
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PGA ROUNDUP

Tiger cruises to win at Buick
WOODS GRABS CAREER WIN No.69 AFTER SHOOTING 69
By LARRY LACE
AP Sports Writer
GRAND BLANC TOWNSHIP, Mich. (AP) — Tiger
Woods cruised to his easiest victory of the year, getting
away with an awful round to open the Buick Open and
an average one to hold off a weak field.
His competition and the courses he's going to play
are about to get much tougher.
Woods shot a 3-under 69 and coasted to a three-shot
victory with a 20-under 268 total at Warwick Hills, which
hosted its first Buick Open in 1958 and seemed to stage
Its final one Sunday.
Woods, whose previous three wins this year were each
by one shot, spent much of Sunday ahead by two before
he took a three-stroke lead with the birdie at No. 16.
His businesslike final round included three birdies and

PGA TINIR411111= Om Pm laws
Non
fires
Tiger Woods
71-634549 — 266
Roiand Thatcher
7044-7344 — 271
Greg Chalmers
6646-6946 — 271
John Sendsn
64-66-71-70— 271
Y E Yang
6549-7147 — 272
9.n Crane
66-714649 -- 273
Micheal 14trig
674646-73 — 273
Ser otters Mod af -14 under

Mid
-20
-17
-17
-17
-16
-15
-15

no bogeys and he won without trailing in the final round
for the first time since Bay Hill in 2008.
He will play at the Bridgestone Invitational this week
before going to Hazeltine for the PGA Championship,
his final chance to win a major this year. He scheduled
himself to compete in two straight tournaments going
•See BUICK. 10

AL GOLDIS

AP

Tiger
Woods
holds up the
trophy
after
winning
the
Buick
Open
Sunday,at Warwick Hills in
Grand
Blanc.
Mich. Woods
earned his 69th
career record
after firing a 69.
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Phillips says
013 job Is
Hartline's
to lose
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) —
University of Kentucky offensive coordinator Joker Phillips
plans on having fun with his
stable of quarterbacks, but says
the job beiongs to incumbent
starter Mike Hartline unless he
loses it.
Phillips
say s
Hartline
deserves to enter the fall as
the starter after winning six
games ir 2008.
But, Phillips and head coach
Rich Brooks say they'll give
incoming freshman quarterbacks Morgan Newton and Ryan
Mossakowski solid looks.
Also, Randall Cobb will gat
some quarterback snaps in the
Wildcat package, giving Kentucky multiple looks to throw
at opponents.
Brooks and Phillips say having so many options is a good
problem to have headed into
the season.
Hartline took the starting
job last season after the dismissal of then-incumbent starter
Curtis Pulley.
Radom KA premium
hides% pis ant NM
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
ihe Eastern Kentucky University Colonels football team will
set foot on a new playing surface next month with a bit of
history beneath it.
The school ripped up the
natural grass field at Roy Kidd
Stadium and replaced it with
artificial turf that's expected to
be ready for the Colonels' home
opener on Sept. 19 against Tennessee Tech.
The Richmond Register
reports that coach Dean Hood
made sure workers sprinkled
dirt from the old field underneath the new surface to help
preserve the team's past to mix
in with the future.
Hood said the new playing
field will give the school more
opportunities and "a lot of
advantages" and would like to
see the school host big-time
sporting events such as the
KHSAA state finals in the
future.
Leakedie ohm Bleb(
Olsellag regards
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
University of Louisville alum
Boomer Whiting is carrying
the art of the steal over in his
professional career.
Whiting, the Cardinals'
career steals leader, now holds
the Potomoac Nationals' franchise record with 55 bases
swiped in less than two full
season in a Potomac uniform.
The Nationals selected Whiting in the 28th round of the
2007 MLB draft.
Through Tuesday's games,
Whiting has 45 stolen bases
in 79 games in 2009 to take
his franchise recotd total to 59
for Potomac, the Washington
Nationals' Class A Advanced
club in the Carolina League.
Whiting left the Louisville
program with a record 112
stolen bases, including a single-season record of 73 in 2007.
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Sea Division
W L Pee GO
New York
83 42.800 —
Boston
la 42.596 1/2
Tempe etiy
57 48.543 6
'Raub
51 54.480 12
44 80.42318 1/2
Central DIrrallen
W L Pet OS
Dame
54 49.514 —
Chicago
54 62.500 1112
Minnescas
52 53.4116
3
Clevelend
44 61.419 11
KanssOP4
41 8130413 1/2
West Ohlelon
W L Pet GS
63 40.612 —
Lasawls*
59 44.573
lluss
4
54 51.514 10
Oman
Otrimi
44 60.42319 1/2

Thse
AsSomniss of Murray
Sallparic Pine) Um**. Book row. from ISOI: coaches lbny Lovett. Midway Tharpeon and MDR Tem Middle row: Gaited Lovott, Logan Matlkigly, Jacob Thompson.
Luke linos, Jag* This. Bottom tow Trey Tabors, Tudor Swain, Jackin Sanders.
batboy
Thompson.

ROUNDUP:ASTROS 2, CARDINALS 0

Rookie leads MitOs past Cardinals
Nofflus Houk;
ST. LOUIS TO TWO
HITS OVER SEVEN
INNINGS
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Bud
Norris' first midat league mad
was a breeze din be got over
some early jitlato.
Norris alloefted two bits in
seven sharp image,Weftthe
Houston Astros to a 2-0 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals on Sunday.
"Once I got in die dugout

and watched the first half
inning I settled down." Norris said. "I got out there, threw
my warmup pilehisa and It felt
like any other day."
Norris was working on a
no-hitter before Outlier Adam
Wainwright led off the libtdi
with a single no semer.
Norris (1-0) walked four
and muck out liVe while subbing for Roy Oswalt, who
missed his turn with lower
back discomfort.
"He showed groat confidence out there," Houston
catcher Ivan Rodriguez said.
Wainwright (12-7) allowed

two RIM Over seven innings four game skid.
foe the Cardinals, who won
"We needed a win in the
ihritt two games of the week- wont way," nessegar Cecil
end miss.
Cooper said. "We needed a
**Wright was trying to big game and North gam us
became Be majors' second 13- one. It was an outettediag
Sane wiener. joining Boston's performance nom the yams
Jock
=MS, especially being his first
•illeckett
was OK." he said. "I start."
could have been better in spots
Nola went 5 for 27(.190)
but for the most part I felt with one RBI on St. Louis'
seven-pose homestead. Matt
Ptah good."
Howtoo went in front when Holliday went hitless Sunday
Maud Thjada drove in ICaz for the first time sacs being
Matsui with an infield hit in traded to the Cardinals on July
the fourth. Matsui led off the 24th.
inning with a double and
"He's in a funk." Cardinals
domed to third on Hunter managar They La Rnma said
Peace's single.
of Nob. "He'U fix it."
Michael Bourn gave the
NOTES: Norris got his first
Amos a 2-0 lead with a two- carpet hit when he heat or
oat RBI double in the sev- an infield single in the that
enth.
... Cardinals SS Brendan Ryan
H011eien
closer
Jose sat out for the third WWI*
Valverde came in to face Albert game after bruising his left
Ryan ankle on a foul ball in the
ftj°1s
lud
in th
weidt
aok
after
eingbild
Piac"itts
wa Ciraelityout Cardinals' 5-3 loss Thursday
night to the Dodgers. ... CarOa a 3-2 pitch.Pljols smock dinals INF Khalil Greene flied
out end Ludwick VMS ant down out to right as a pinch hitter
by Ivan Rodrigues *bile try- in the 8th. It was his first ating to steal second.
bat since June 28th. Greene
Valverde then worked the (social anxiety) was activated
ninth for Ms 12th save in 16 from the disabled list Saturchances as Houston coded a day.

•Buick
From Pars9
into a major for the first time
in his career.
"I feel good," Woods said.
"The win helps."
Woods won the Buick Open
for a third time and claimed
his 69th PGA Tour victory, but
the end-of-an-era feel made it
more than a ho-hum expedence.
'I've played all around the
world, and I've never seen a
day; like this," said Woods, also
the 2002 and 2006 winner at
Warwick Hills. 'This ever has
always been special, but today
was something else."
"1 never do that, but today
was different," Woods said.
"We nen% coming back here.
and I wsnied to thank eV them
people."
GolfWeek Msgarinr reported on its Web site that General Motors Co. ovoid tad the
PGA Tour's longest partnership, and The Associatedconfirmed it with a petson
briefed on the decision. The
person spoke on the condition
of anonymity because the
announcement wouldn't be
made until after the tournament.

Murray Ledger & Times

TOM GANNAM / AP

Houston's Bud Norris pitches In the first inning against
the St. Louis Cardinals Sunday In St. Louis. Norris started his first game as a major league pitchor.

SponsEtriefs
111Caeoway County Middle School will host softball tryouts Aug. 8-7
from 3:30-6:30 p.m. at Lady Laker Reid.
•The American Cancer Society MI hoot the 'Catch a Cure- Fishing
lbumament on liMurday. Aug. 16 at Kerduolty Dam Mart*. The enby

fee is 2160 per boat There MN be abig bass payout' based on .110
entry per boat. The first place winner MN be awarded 21,600 with a 20
pliant payout determkted by number of entries. Cal the Sportsmen's
Edge at(270)442-1120 or the American Cancer Society at (270) 4440744 for addlNonal infonnatIon.
111A two-man cripple tournament Aug. 24 includes a guaranteed first

pine pita or $1,000, $500 kr second place, and. $250 for third. The
faiwiT4Arisagl&tio run From NM light unita p.m. Saturday, Oct 24.

on Kentucky and Baddey lakes. Weigh-in will be at the Kenlake
Door prices include gIft certilicalse for tool eats and coolers. The entry
fee le $100,$10 more to enter the big fish pot. Al proceeds benefit the
Faminglon Bementery School's sixth grade trip to Washington, D.C.
Registration
forms
are
available
on-line
at
www.gravea.k111.ky.whohoolsolarmingion. To learn more, phone
Meehan Ravin at go% 706-0179.
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IMN,805 p.m.
1111111181112ger*8-7) at Cleveland
Vibe It4i.111t5 p.m.
N.Y. Vallee(Peals 34)at Toronto
013112111k14,6:07 p.m.
lei9-7)al Thome Say
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0118/
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Orions'Leaps Standlings
AN Timm COT
last Olvtakai
W L Pot 08
Philadeiphie
52 44.573
Florida
56 50.524
5
Allente
53 52.506
7
Nrw Yadi
50 54.481 91/2
Washington
33 72.314 27
Central Olvlekin
W L Pct 08
St Louis
58 50.537
Chicago
55 48.534 1/2
Houston
52 53.496 4 1/2
Mitwaukee
52 53.495 4 1/2
Cticwinell
45 59.433 11
Pittsburgh
45 59.435 11
Whet Division
W L Pet CIS
Los Angeles
85 40.619 —
Cotorado
56 47.682
7
San Francisco
58 47.562
7
Arizons
46 59.435 19
San Diego
43 63.40822 1/2
Sundays Climes
Arizona 6, N.Y. Mete 2
Cokirado5 Cincinnati 4, 11 innings
Washington 5. Pittsburgh 3
Houston 2, St Louis 0
Miseulase 6,San Diego 1
Sin Francisco 7, Philedelphi• 3
Florida 3, Chicago Cubs 2
LA. Dodgers 9. Atlanta 1
Illeadays Osamu
Weehinglon (Mock 0-4) at Pittsburgh
(Morton 2-3),8:05 p.m.
Arizona (Hoven 10-6)at N.Y. Wks
(Figueroa 0-1),6:10 p.m.
Chicago Cubs(RWitiN 7-4)at
Ciminnell(Hwang 5-12), 6:10 p.m.
Son Francisco (Cain 12-2)at Houston
(Hampton 6-8), 7:06 p.m.
Manta(Kawakami 54)at San Diego
(Labe 2-1), 2:06 p.m.
Milwaukee(M.Parra 54)at LA.
Dodgers(Kershaw 8-5), 9:10 p.m.
Thesdrie
Anions (Y.Pelit 1-5) at Plitsburgh (Duke
9-9),605 p.m.
Colorado(Hammel 5-6) at Pliardelphis
(Meyer 10-7), 6:06 p.m.
Rod*(Jo.Johnson 10-2)at
Washington (J.111wiln 0-2),605 p.m.
Chimp Cs(Clorzetanny 3-1)at
Onoinnall(Custo 84),6:10 p.m
St. Lore(Pineiro 94)at N.Y. Mrs
(Jamie* 12-8).610 p.m.
Sri Francisco(J.Senchez 44)at
.
Marron (Undecided), 706 p.m.
Atlanta(J.Vazquez 8-7)at San Diego
(Stauller 1-2). 916 p.m.
Mlaraukee (Ciallesdo 10-7) at LA.
Dodgers(Kuroda 3-6), 9:10 p.m.

TITANS ROUNDUP

White in best shape of career
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) stood earlier in his career the
— Not Weight Watchers, Jenny importance of being in shape.
Craig or Nutrisystem. Forget
Just how did he lose the
about hiring a private chef to weight? White gave up tequicook healthy meals.
la.
LenDale White lost more
"I really got to be honest,"
than 30 pounds this offseason White said. "It wasn't a lot of
and is in his fourth training major diet changes. (It was)
camp with the Tennessee 'Titans watching what I drink. I was
at his slimmest weight since a big Patron consumer. ... That's
high school. The running back what it was. I was drinking a
admits he wishes he under- lot, drank a lot of alcohol."

